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Present Status of Precise Information on the Universal
Physical Constants. Has the Time Arrived for Their

Adoption to Replace Our Present Arbitrary
Conventioral Standards?*

JESSE W. M. DuMONDt

INTRODUCTION this subject that the experimentally measured data

r HREE years ago Dr. E. R. Cohen and I prepared often do not give the desired unknowns directly but
and published our latest (1955) least-squares ad- instead give functions of the unknowns.
justment of all the most reliable data then avail- Seven different functions of these above four un-

able bearing on the universal constants of physics and knowns have been measured by experimental methods
chemistry. Since then new data and information have which we feel are sufficiently precise and reliable to
been accumulating so that a year or two from now the qualify them as input data in a least-squares adjust-
time may perhaps be propitious for us to prepare a new ment. These seven experimentally determined numeri-
adjustment taking the newly-gained knowledge into cal values are not only functions of the unknowns,ae,
account. At present it is too early to attempt such a e, N, and A, but also of the above-mentioned experi
re-evaluation since many of the investigations and re- mentally determined auxiliary constants, of which five
determinations now under way are still far from com- different kinds are listed in Table I. Another of these
pleted. I shall be obliged, therefore, to content myself auxiliary constants I find it expedient to recall to your
in this talk with a description of the sources of informa- attention at the very beginning to avoid any possibility
tion upon which our 1955 evaluation was based, men- of confusion. This is the conversion factor, r, between
tioning however, the weak points where these are now the "physical" and "chemical" scales of atomic weight.
either well established as errors or at least considered to 1 The Chemical and Physical Scales of Atomic Weights
be under strong suspicion of systematic error. I shall
also tell you a little of some of the new re-evaluations The older of these two, the chemical scale, had its
now under way. origin before the existence of isotopes was known. On
The experimental data upon which Cohen and I have the chemical scale the mean atomic weight of a mixture

based our (1955) evaluation for the universal physical of the three isotopes of oxygen, 01, 017, and 018, "in
constants fall into two groups. In the group I shall dis- their naturally occurring abundance ratios," is defined as

cuss first, seven precisely-measured experimental data having atomic weight 16.0000. On the physical scale the
are so interrelated that they overdetermine four atomic weight of the 016 isotope has, by definition,
primary unknowns. This situation requires us to arrive the atomic weight exactly 16. Atomic weights on the
at the output results by a least-squares adjustment. On physical scale are numerically slightly the larger.
the other hand, the auxiliary constants, which con- On the basis of the following assumed isotopic abuni-
stitute the second group, are quantities so precisely dance ratio
known relative to the accuracy of the measurements on 0101811:701 = (506 + 10):1:(0.204 + 0.008), (1)
the first group, and are involved with the latter in the
least-squares adjustment in such a fashion, that nothing and the masses O16 = 16.0000 (by definition), 018
is gained by treating them as adjustable unknowns. = 18.0049, and Oi7= 17.0045. Birge [1] has computed
Their measured values are, therefore, not subject to ad- the conversion factor, r, between the chemical and
justment and are treated as though they were exactly physical scales of atomic weight as

known constants. r = 1.000272 ± 0.000005 (Birge, 1941). (2)
The four primary unknowns which we selected for the

least-squares adjustment are the Sommerfeld fine struc- However, the definition of the chemical scale of
ture constant, a, the electronic charge, e, the Avogadro atomic weights is an equivocal one because there is no
number, N, and the conversion constant \,/X8 (which exactly defined "naturally occurring abundance ratio"
we shall abbreviate as capital A) relating the two scales of the oxygen isotopes. Nier in a study [2 ] of the relative
of wavelength, in angstroms on the one hand and in kilo abundance of isotopes would revise Birge's value of r
X units (Siegbahn) on the other. It is characteristic of upward about 6 parts per million, if the abundance ratio

* Mauscrpteceied y th PG, Auust1, 158.for atmospheric oxygen is taken as defining the chemical
t California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. scale of atomic weights. Nier says that oxygen from
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TABLE I

FOUR PRIMARY UNKNOWNS WHOSE LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTED VALUES ARE SOUGHT

a (=2ire'h-'c- Sommerfield's fine structure constant
e Electronic charge (expressed in abs. esu)
N Avogadro number
A (=Xg/X) Conversion factor from X units (Siegbahn) to milliangstroms

First Group (Least-squares adjustment)-Seven Kinds of Experimental Data Bearing on Above Unknowns

Kind Function Measured Numeric Estimated Description of Experiment
No. Precisioni

1 fNe/c =9652.15 (13 ppm) IodineLFarad by elel
INe/c=9651.29 (20 ppm) Silver f aray ctrochemistry

2 A =1.002020 (30 ppm) X-ray lines measured with ruled gratings
3 NA'=0.606179X10'4 (38 ppm) Crystal densities and grating constants in X units
4 a3c/e =2.425517 X 1013 (23 ppm) Proton Gyromagnetic Ratio (Thomas, Driscoll, and Hipple)

{Ne2/(a'c') = 3.979879 X 10-10 (36 ppm) Bloch and Jeffries, 'Inverse cyclotron' )
Ne'/(a'c2) = 3.979423 X 10-10 (11 ppm) Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple, "Omegatron" Proton magnetic moment
Nel/(a'c') =3.979359X 10-10 (14 ppm) Collington, Dellis, Sanders, and Turberfield mennuclear magnetons by
Ne2/(acC2) =3.979444X 10-10 (36 ppm) Trigger's correction to Bloch and Jeffries Jmeasuring co8/wp

6 a2c=1 .596412X106 ( 9 ppm) Microwave determination o ffineLambandcoworkersIstructure splitting in deuterium jm n ookr

ec/(Aa)=1968.750 (51 ppm) Felt, Harris, and DuMond S . .
7 ec/(Aa) = 1968.911 (40 ppm) Bearden, Johnson, and Watts XShrt wavelength limit of continuous
l ec/(Aa) = 1968. 869 (83 ppm) Bearden and Schwarz X-ray spectrum

Second Group (Regarded as fixed constants)

H= 1. 008142 ± 0.000003 (Physical)(3 ppm)
H/Mp= 1.00054461 l

D=2.014735±0.000006 (Physical)(3 ppm) Atomic weights by method of nuclear reaction energies
D/Md = 1.00027244J

R.= 109737.309 ±0.012 cm-' (0.11 ppm) Spectroscopic determinations of R,.
jie/,Ap' =658.2288±0.0004 (0.6 ppm) Ratio electron magnetic moment to proton magnetic moment
/Aeluo= 1.00114536 ( <0.01 ppm) Ratio electron magnetic moment to Bohr magneton

e = 299793.0 ± 0.3 km-' (1 ppm) Velocity of light

limestone would agree with this but if oxygen from iron PART I
ore or water were employed, the 018 content might be INPUT DATA FOR LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT
four per cent lower and the conversion factor, r, would
be only about 1.000268, some 4 ppm lower than that 2 Faraday Constant by Electrochemical Methods
chosen by Birge.' Several proposals are now under dis- The silver [3] and the iodine [4], [5] coulometers are
cussion for redefinition and/or unification of these the two instruments for measuring the Faraday which
scales.' have received the most study. The experimental work

Because of the unequivocal nature of its definition was done in both cases prior to 1916 before the existence
and because extremely accurate atomic weights can be of isotopes was known! A study of the work on the silver
derived in terms of it from measurements of nuclear re- voltameter clearly shows that the emphasis at that time
action energies, at present we shall base our calculations was directed towards obtaining reproducible values of
on the physical scale of atomic weights. the electrochemical equivalent rather than a measure-

ment of absolute fundamental significance for the pur-
1 In a private communication from E. Wichers, U. S. National pose of determining the Faraday. This was natural since

Bureau of Standards, we are informed that the International Com- the objective at the time was to obtain specificationsmission on Atomic Weights has been considering redefinition of the
chemical scale of atomic weights. The definition they proposed would for a working procedure which would define empirically
be based on the use of the exact number, 16, as the atomic weight of the ampere with as much reproducibility as possible.
a mixture of the natural isotopes of oxygen whose average atomic
mass is greater by anexact factor (probablyl1.000275) than the mass Four possible sources of error in the use of the silver
of 0'6. A proposal strongly urged by Prof. J. Mattauch of Mainz, voltameter for an absolute precision determination of
Ger., which now seems more likely to be adopted by both chemists
and physicists, is to define a brand new scale of atomic weights and the Faraday can be cited. 1) Not all of the current
nuclidic masses such that on it the isoto.pe "2C would have exactly measured electrically may have been transported by the
the value 12. On this new scale the numerical values of all the present
physical atomic weights would have to be revised but they could be ions. 2) The measured gain in weight of the cathode
expressed with better precision than at present for good operational may not be entirely due to deposited silver; there may
reasons. A further advantage of the new "C=12 scale would be that
on it the numerical values of the mean atomic weights of natural be in the deposit "inclusions" of other matter from the
mixtures of isotopic elements would not diff.er.from the present electrolyte. 3) Some of the deposited silver may redis-
chemical scale of atomic weights by amounts significant for the pre-sovintelcrly,orthwsebom dta e,
cision attainable by chemical methods.sovinteeetly,orthwsebcm dta e,
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before weighing. 4) The deposited silver may not have The Faraday values obtainied by the two coulometers
quite the same isotopic constitution as that of "natural" have recently been recalculated by Vinal (1949) and
silver on which the accepted value of the chemical later (1951) corrected by Hipple for the new atomic
atomic weight of that element (the value used in com- mass of iodine with the following results:
puting the Faraday) is based. When these voltameter

. . ~~~~~Iodine Faraday = Ne' = 9652.15experiments were performed isotopes had not yet been
discovered, and the atomic weight of a naturally oc- + 0.13 abs emu (g equiv)-'(physical scale), (4)
curring element such as silver was thought to be an in- or as recalculated by Craig and Hoffman in the NBS
variable quantity. It is now known that electrolysis may booklet "Electrochemical Constants"
well introduce an appreciable change in isotopic consti-
tution and thereby affect the mean atomic weight. Silver Iodine Faraday = Ne/c
has two isotopes of almost equal abundance which differ = 9652.5 emu (g mole)-'(physical), (4a)
in mass by about two per cent. This abundance ratio is Silver Faraday = Ne' = 9651.29
the most favorable one for producing a systematic error
through selective electrolytic separation. If in the cath- + 0.19 abs emu (g equiv)-' (physical scale). (5)
ode deposit the ratio of the light to the heavy isotope The difference between these two results, 0.86+0.23
content is greater by one per cent than it is in the solu- e ( m
tion, the deposit will be 46 ppm lighter than if no such pi tolits epectd standreror.
seetv seaato 'hdocurd

parison to its expected standard error.
It was the effort to achieve better consistency in the

Iodine, on the othier hand, occurs naturally in only entire picture of the determinations bearing on the
one stable isotopic form, Il27, and it is possibly significant atomic constants which first emphasized the above dis-
that the electrolytic Faraday determinations of Vinal . 3. v. cu. meer crepancies3 and indicated that the iodine value wasand Bates [4], [5] made with the "iodine coulometer" more likely to be the true one.
disagreewith those oi the silver voltameter by an amount Our most recent adjustment of the atomic constants
considerably greater than the obvious experimental still supports the view that the iodine value is more
estimates of uncertainty would lead one to expect. Not nearly correct than the silver value as our subsequent
only is this true buLt the iodine results are in much
better accord with the consensus of present data on the is l obsc how.ever,i spite oft therdinvesti

atomi consants han ae thesilve resuts.
s stilll obscure, however, in spite of two further investi-
gations4 undertaken in an effort to clarify the matter.

In the iodine coulometer the reaction

I-+ 2(-) -31- (3)L' + 2 J-) = 31- (3) current density, it will establish beyond question the fact that the
only reaction, involving electricity, which occurs at the anode, is that

takes place from left. to right at the cathode and in the expressed by the above equation. In this particular the iodine coulom-
reverse sense at the anode. The changes in the amounts eter possesses an enormous advantage over the silver coulometer, for,

as is well known, no such quantitative proof of the nature of the
of "free iodine" at the two electrodes are determined by reaction is possible with the latter coulometer." Bates compared the
titration. Their equality (with opposite sign) furnishes results of eight runs with two iodine coulometers in series and ob-

tained an average deviation from the mean of each pair of results of
an important check on the purity of the reaction. The only 20 ppm.
iodine coulometer therefore contains within itself the 3 As early as 1928 Birge [6] distinguished a systematic difference

between what he called the "spectroscopic" and the "deflection"
proof of its own correctness.2 values of e/m, the charge-to-mass ratio for the electron. He at first

thought that e/m might be different depending on whether the elec-
tron was "inside" an atom or "in free space." In reality his so-called

2 This instrument was first developed by E. W. Washburn and spectroscopic measurements of e/m amounted to determinations of
further perfected by one of his students, S. J. Bates. In view of the the ratio of the electronic and nuclear masses (by comparison of the
great advantages of the iodine coulometer over the silver voltameter Rydberg values for different light atoms) and a value of the Faraday
it is most surprising that this method was not adopted in place of the constant had to be introduced to compute e/m from the spectroscopic
electrolysis of silver for standardizing and reproducing the coulomb data. This constant did not enter in deriving elm from "deflection"
and the ampere by the International Technical Committee in the measurements, however. Birge initially had preferred the silver value
early part of this century. These advantages, listed by Bates in his to the iodine value because of the great care which had been expended
Ph.D. dissertation, 1912 [4] were later substantiated fully by a study to make the method highly reproducible and partly because it was
at the U. S. National Btureau of Standards done in 1914 by Bates then regarded as the basis for defining the international coulomb.
and Vinal [51. Bates in his dissertation explains the working of the DuMond first pointed out (in 1940) that the apparent difference be-
iodine coulometer as: "An aqueous solution of potassium iodide to tween the two sets of values of e/m might stem from a systematic
which iodine has been addled contains both iodide and tri-iodide ions. error in the silver Faraday value, a suggestion which Birge [71 im-
When a current of electricity is passed through such a solution the mediately accepted as plausible.
reaction 13-+2(-) =31- takes place in the direction from left to 4One of these was by Scott, Reed College, Portland, Ore. [81,
right at the cathode and in the reverse direction at the anode. Hence and the other by Craig and Hoffman, U. S. National Bureau of
a cell in which the electrodles are surrounded by such a solution should Standards [91. The first comprised a careful review of all methods to
contain the same total arnount of 'free iodine' before and after the determine the amount of "inclusions" in the silver deposit of the silver
passage of an electric current. By separating the electrodes and the coulometer and an attempt to estimate inclusions by means of radio-
solutions surrounding them by a conducting solution of an iodide, the active tracers. The second was a redetermination of the Faraday with
changes in the amounts of 'free iodine' at the two electrodes can be a coulometer employing the electrolytic oxidation of sodium oxalate
determined by titration and if the reaction is a perfectly clean-cut in a supporting solution of sulphuric acid. The reaction, C20J-
one, free from all disturbing side reactions, the results at the two -*2 CO,±2(-) was carried out in a coulometer with a gold anode
electrodes should check each other. The iodine coulometer, therefore, and a platinum cathode, the anode and cathode vessels being con-
contains within itself the proof of its own correctness, for if it can be nected electrically through four siphons dipping into three beakers
shown that identical amounts of iodine are involved in the reactions to isolate anode and cathode solutions. A weighed quantity of sodium
at both electrodes under varying conditions of concentration and oxalate was added to the anode vessel and, after the electrolytic
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Further work on the iodine coulometer is reported to space of calcite at 18°C in first-order reflectioni at the
be in promising progress at the Rockefeller Institute for conven-tionial value
Medical Research, New York, N. Y., by Maclnnes d18" = 3029.040 X units. (6)
[10], using several improvements depending on newly
developed modern techniques. The high Faraday value Siegbahn's intenition was that the X unit should be
obtained with the iodine coulometer has received sup- onie milliangstrom. He very wisely, however, chose to
port also from a direct measurement of the charge-to- call this unit of length by a distinctive name, no doubt
mass ratio for protons of which I shall speak presently. because he realized that its absolute value might some

day require revision. We Inow know that Millikan's oil
drop value of e was erronieous chiefly because of the er-

Units to Milliangstroms ron-eous value of the viscosity of air which entered his
The wavelengths of X-ray spectral lines measured rela- computations, and this error was propagated into the

tive to each other by the high precision methods of calculations which led to the calcite grating space. For
crystal diffraction are known with a precision of onie this reason it is best to regard Siegbahn's system of
part in 104 to 105. This precision exploration and tabu- waveleingths in X unlits as a purely arbitrary unlit
lationi of the X-ray spectrum was first brought to high system.
perfection by Siegbahn [II] and his school. Later, with The discrepanicy betweetn Siegbahi's X unit and the
such improvements as the two-crystal spectrometer and milliangstrom was first noted by Backlin [17], I believe,
the curved crystal spectrometer, it was carried even when the wavelengths of certain soft X-ray lines, which
further by many others [12], [13]. About 3000 of these had beeni measured in X units by the methods of crystal
precision wavelength measurements have beeii tabu- diffraction, were also precisely measured with artificially
lated [14] and they constitute a very reproducible and ruled gratings calibrated as to grating constant with
well-defined natural scale of lengths in the range be- optically known wavelengths.
tween about 10-9 and 4X -10- cm. To express these Save for the case of extremely long X-ray wavelengths.
wavelengths in centimeters or angstrom units the the great bulk of the ruled grating measurements of
method first adopted was that of Bragg [15] in which X-ray lines have been made using plane gratings in
the Avogadro number was taken as the quotient of the grazing incidence. Compton and Doan [18] and shortly
Faraday by Millikan's oil drop valu-e of e. From the afterward Thibaud [19] were the first to use this
Avogadro number and the atomic weights of its con- method. Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry for the case of
stituents the absolute weight in grams of the unit cell grazing incidence and compares the dispersions obtain-
of a crystal could be computed and this together with able in grazing and in normal incidence. A condition for
the macroscopic density and geometry of the crystal sufficient intensity in the diffracted spectrum is that the
permitted calculation of its grating constant. As the angle of grazing incidenice shall be less than the critical
result of precision work by Compton, Beets, and DeFoe angle for total reflection of the X rays.
[16] on calcite, Siegbahn adopted as the basis for cal- The outstanding published experimental work on the
culating X-ray wavelengths the "effective"5 grating comparison of grating and Siegbahn wavelengths of

_ __ - _ X-ray lines has been done by Bearden [20], Backlin
oxidation, the residual oxalate was determined by titration with [21], Sodermann [22], and by Tyren [23]. The results
KMnO4. As Craig and Hoffman point out, the oxalate coulometer has have been summarized by Birge [24] in 1945 and are
the advantage that since a large fraction by weight of the measured
substance, C204, is oxygen, the errors resulting from uncertainties in shown in Table II, together with the weighted average
atomic weight are minimized. Seventeen determinations of the Fara- value of the conversion factor, A, which he adopted at
day, twelve with a small and five with a large oxalate coulometer?
were made, with results ranging from about 9652.6 to 9651.1 absolute that time,
emu per gram equivalent on the physical scale of atomic weights. The
mean of their oxalate values came out lower than the iodine Faraday. A = 1.002030 + 0.000020. (7)
The difference, 0.8 + 0.32 abs emu (g equiv)-1, is still uncomfortably
large relative to its expected standard deviation. The difference be- In 1947, however, Bragg, after consultation with Sieg-
tween the mean of the oxalate values and the silver value on the other
hand is 0.06 ±0.36 abs emu (g equiv)-1. This very good agreement bahn, Warren, and Lipson, and with due consideration
could indeed be considered as a verification of the silver value if no given to the above data listed by Birge recommended
other information were available. Actually, however, a study of the g
sequence of results obtained in seventeen measurements by the oxa- for general adoption
late method shows a decidedly marked trend downward when the -

resullts are arranged in the temporal order in which the measurements A = 1.002020 ± 0.000030. (8)
were performed. The first two measurements are in good accord with-
the weighted mean of the iodine values whereas the mean of the last The chief argument for this revision downward in
two measurements yields a value more than one absolute emu lower.
This downward trend shows no suggestion of leveling off in the plot 1947 was based on the work of Tyren in his dissertation
presented in Craig and Hoffman's paper. Such behavior strongly (Uppsala, 1940). In this work, by means of a concave
suggests an experiment "out of control." The reason is obscure but grtn vauu spcrmtr ydhdcrflycm
the suspicion is inescapable. rtnvaumsetoer,T enhdceflyo-

5The "effective" grating space, d,,, includes a certain correctlon pared on the same plates the wavelength positions of
term for refractive index and is nut strictly a constant but a function
of the order of interference in Bragg reflection. For the calcite cleav- four X-ray lines witfi the wavelength positions of several
age planes, for example, dn is related to the true grating space, d, by Lyman series spark lines emitted by highly ionized one-
the equation, dn=d[1 -135X10f/n2l, and the corrected Bragg equa- eeto tm.Tewvlntso hs airto
tion is written nX=2dn sin n. eeto tm.Tewvlntso hs airto
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Ruled gratings calibrated with optical light are used
at grazing incidence to measure x-ray line wavelengths.

Path difference,
PB-AR ='a cos 9-. cos(O + a)]

p Fo EIn the simplest case of completely
grazing incidence we hive:

/ -O and nk= a(l - cos ) = aa.2f

DISPERSION FOR NORMAL AND FOR GRAZING INCIDENCE COMPARED

Grazing Incideznces. Normal Incidence:..

(dc/dX) =4 (dcVdX)n n/a (for small CL)
2aX

f X =lA Oa=10-4cmandn=1,1 If a=1an4mandn=1

(da/dXM = 0.4 * ilO2 radians/A (dV/dX) = 4rrafdn.s/A
Fig. 1-Conversion factor, A=X/X8, fromn X units to milliangstroms by X-ray diffraction on ruled gratings.

TABLE II + _IO0_ _

BIRGE'S COMPARISON OF GRATING AND SIEGBAHN oviII [ -
WAVELENGTHS OF X RAYS (1945) 10I S- I_ I_ I_ III.. - ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~+80DMoYI

AuthrXRay inePE Based on Accidental Birge's 'biiAuthor X-Ray Line Value of(AAdopted PE +60___ --
Errors Only Adopted P|

Bearden CuKa1,2 1980 ±31 + 52 _____ B
Bearden CuK01,s 2079 ±28 + 50 1.t0 n |,Sl
Bearden CrKal,2 2036 ±21 ± 48 0
Bearden CrK,31,3 2017 ±28 ± 5 048
Soderman AlKai,2 2070 ±37 ± 84 +_0
Backlin AlKai,2 2000 ±14 ± 60 0
Bearden CuKai,2 2087 ±55 +130 o0_
Tyr6n AlKai,2 2024 ± 5 ± 48 104 20A 30A 40A 5Aa 70i IoQ&

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~WAVELENGTH
Birge's 1945 adopted average: A = 1.002030 0.000020.
Bragg (1947) after consultation with Siegbahn, Warren, and Fig. 2-Graph showing Lamb shift corrections in parts per million

Lipson, with due consideration given to the above data listed by which must be made to calculated Lyman series spark-line wave-
Birge, recommended for general adoption A = 1.002020 ± 0.000030. lengths of one-electron atoms.

lines he calculated using formulas based on the Sommer- possible to give more than a rough estimate of what
feld-Dirac theory. At that time that theory was con- change the Lamb shift produces in Tyren's published
sidered to give a rigorously accurate description of the results. My colleague, Cohen, has made such an estimate
one-electron atom. We now know that the formula used based on the assumption that each X-ray line was asso-
by Tyren requires a correction for the "Lamb shift" ciated in every case with that calibration line most
varying from 100 ppm for his Ov'"' Lyman alpha line nearly adjacent to it in wavelength and he thus has ar-
to about 27 ppm for his BeIv Lyman delta line. Fig. 2 rived at a corrected weighted mean value of A for
shows graphically the relative amount, in parts per Tyren's dissertation of
million, by which the calibration wavelengths used by A - 1.002026 (.000016(TyrencorrectedforLamb shift).
Tyren must be increased to correct them for the Lamb
shift, and the values are tabulated numerically in Table Taking a similarly corrected value for Baicklin's work
III. Tyren's original uncorrected value was A = 1.00199. of 1.00203 and taking Bearden's 1935 work at the
The need for this correction went unnoticed until average value of 1.00208, an equally weighted average

June, 1956, when Cohen and I were the first to call of these three yields
attention to it. Unfortunately, the dissertation of Tyren

does~~~~~~~~nogiv th,rcs.ayi hhhsdifrnai A = 1.002045 (tentative estimated grand mean). (9)
bration lines were associated in their different orders of I should like to emphasize that these are only tentative
reflection with his different x-ray lines,~so that it is im- estimates and that the uncertainty as to how to correct
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TABLE III

TYRFN'S MEASUREMENT OF A AND ITS CORRECTION FOR THE LAMB SHIFT

Tyren's calibration wavelengths, Lyman series lines of OvIII, NvIy, C'1, Bv, Beiv, were calculated using a formula in conformity with the
Sommerfield-Dirac theory of the one-electron atom. The Lamb shift corrections, AE/E, to this formula in ppm are:

n oviii NvII Cv' Bv Be1v

1 Lyman alpha 98.5 ppm 81.5 ppm 64.5 ppm 49.0 ppm 34.5 ppm
2 Lyman beta 84.0 69.0 54.7 41.0 29.0
3 Lyman gamma 79.0 65.5 52.0 39.1 27.5
4 Lyman delta 77.5 63.5 50.4 38.3 26.8

8n2
For np - ls transitions AE/E = ( - l (7.723 - 2 In Z - 0.0439/n3)

37r(n2-1)

Tyren's original uncorrected value was A =1-.00199 (Dissertation, Uppsala, 1940)
After estimated correction (based on assumption that calibration lines were associated with X-ray lines closest to them in wavelength):
Tyren corrected for Lamb shift A = 1.002026 ± 0.000016 (Cohen, 1956)

Tenitative Grand Mean of Bearden, 1.00208, Tyren (corrected) 1.002026, and Backlin (corrected) 1.00203:
A =1.002045 (Cohen, 1956)

Let FAj,(= Ci/Ci)/(A A/A)betherelativechangeinanyatomicconstant, Ci, per unit relative change in A. We estimate for our latest (1955)
least-squares adjustment the following relative changes in eight different atomic constants.

Ci e m h a A N F |hc2/(eA)
r^Al 0.686 1.108 1.285 0.087 1.000 -1.035 -0.348 -0.401

(hc2/eA is the voltage-wavelength conversion factor in kv X units)

If the shift in our input value of A turns out to be 25 ppm (from 1.00202 to 1.002045), scarcely any of our tabulated constants, except A,
will be shifted by a whole tabulated standard deviation.

Tyren's results makes it impossible, at present, to do conversion factors given in our tables, with the possible
more than place rather widely separated upper and exception of A itself, will be shifted by as much as one
lower bounds on the magnitude of the upward shift whole standard deviation as therein tabulated. A change
(between 27 ppm and 100 ppm). of 140 ppm would of course have much more serious

It seems apparent, however, that the discrepancy be- consequences.
tween the American results on A, as obtained principally
by Bearden [25] without recourse to calculated cali- 4. The Siegbahn-Avogadro NumberND'NA3 (By the
bration lines and the lower Swedish values, is essentially X-Ray-Crystal-Density, XRCD, Method)
to be explained in favor of the higher American values The philosophy of the X-ray-crystal-density (XRCD)
because of the need for the Lamb shift correction. At determinations of Avogadro's number, N, reverses the
the University of Wisconsin, Prof. J. Mack has very order of reasoning followed by Siegbahn which we have
courteously and generously placed at our disposal his just previously sketched. If the length of one edge of
21-foot concave grating vacuum spectrometer, and my the unit cell in a cubic crystal is denoted by d, and the
colleague and long-time friend and associate in research, density of the crystal by p, then d3p is the mass of the
Prof. H. A. Kirkpatrick, is now at work upon a redeter- unit cell. If there are f molecules per unit cell, and if M
mination of X0/X8 by the method of Tyren. is the molecular weight, then d3p/f is the mass per mole-
A change in the input value of A, adopted for our cule and Avogadro's number, N, the number of mole-

least-squares adjustments, propagates its effect to cules in a gram mole, will be the ratio of these last two
greater or less extent into the least-squares adjusted quantities, i.e., N= Mf/(pd3). M and N must of course
values of every constant and conversion factor we have be expressed on the same scale of atomic weights. For
calculated in our output tables. For example, an in- crystals in general, the volume of a unit cell is given by
crease of one part per million in A is estimated to pro- 4d3 where X is a geometric factor.6
duce a change in each of the constants of the tabulation The grating constant, d, is measured by measuring
near the bottom of Table III, which is given in parts the Bragg angle for critical reflection of some X-ray
per million by the accompanying numeric in that table. spectral line of known wavelength in X units reflected

It is of considerable interest that I have just learned by the atomic planes whose grating constant, d, is
of some unpublished work of Bjorkman at Uppsala sub- sought. If we use dx to indicate that the crystal spacing
sequent to Tyren's by the same method, in which the is in X units we have:
value A = 1.00216±+0.00004 was obtained, a shift of 140
ppm from the Bragg edict of 1-947 ! 6 For the calcite rhomb, qs is the volume of a rhombohedron whose

If the shift in A turns out to be only 25 ppm (from three equal obtuse dihedral angles, a, have the value, 1050 3.5' andthe distances between whose three parallel pairs of faces is unity. For
1.00202 to 1.002045) scarcely any of the constants and this case Bearden obtained c1= 1.09594 ±0.00001.
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N Mf/[p4gfp3d3]. (10) of spin. When a proton is placed in a magnetic field,
one may think, to use a classical picture, of a torque

TFhe quantity which the XRCD measuremenits really exerted o01 the proton dipoles which tends to align them
determine is, therefore with the field. In view of their spin, however, they re-

N' NA3 = Mf/[p¢>dx3] (11) spond to the externally applied torque by precessingNs NA' =Mfl[podxlj, (t 1
around an axis parallel to the external field with a fre-

for which we shall coin the name, the Siegbahn- quency of precessioni which is proportional to the ap-
Avogadro number, siince it is the result of computinig plied externial magnetic field. The experiments at
Avogadro's number from the measured properties of a Harvard [27] and at Stanford [28] have shown that
crystal whose grating conistant, d, has been measured this "precession frequency" of the spinning protons can
oni the Siegbahn noCminal scale of X units. be measured very simply by placing a sample of water,
We purposely avoid drawin-g any inferenice at this sealed in a glass bulb, in a constant homogeneous mag-

point as to the Avogadro niumber, N, by combining this netic field. A coil of wire, supplied with radio-frequency
directly measured value of NVA3 with the directly meas- current anid with its axis perpendicular to the magnetic
ured value of A. This is in accord with an important field, surrounds this sample. When the magnetic field of
general priniciple to which we have consistenitly adhered the applied radio-frequency resonates with the preces-
throughout, namel-y, that the items of observational sion frequency of the protons, anl exchange of energy
data enterinig inito the least-squares adjustment must occurs, and the resulting perturbation of the precessing
be kept observationaily independent in order to simplify protons causes them to induce a detectable "signal"
the assignment of their correct weights. I shall return either in the applied radio-frequency coil itself (thereby
to and emphasize this important point later. changing its apparent impedance), or in a second de-

Birge [26] has reviewed the determinationis of N tecting coil at right angles to the first.
based on five different crystals: calcite, rock salt, dia- The Harvard method utilizes a single coil, the Stani-
mond, lithiunm fluoride, and potassium chloride. (See ford method two coils. The ratio, 'Y,, between the proton
Table IV.) From these data the weighted mean value precession frequency, wcp, and the magnetic field in-

tensity, B, is an extremely important constant or con-
TrABLE IV versioni factor because the method of proton resonance

PROBABLE ERRORS IN PARTS PER MILLION FOR FACTORS has proven itself to be by far the most convenient and
OF T,' AND THE RESULTING VALUES accurate absolute method of measuring magnetic field

intensities when these are in the range above a few
CrYStal P20 |d23 |¢(B) Errsin N,' hundred gauss.

NC, m(1O1' noh1,che'n) In a hydrogen molecule the externial applied magnietic
Calcite 50 37 16.5 13 65 6.05989±0.00039 B,fieldB, differs slightly from the magnetic field, B, at
NaCi 51 37 60 87 6.06077 ±0.00052 the proton because of the diamagnetic effect of the elec-
Diamonid 20 34 89 97 6.06018 ±0.00059
LiF 32 45 120 132 6.05994±0.00080 trons. The measured precession frequency, cop, the ap-
KCI 40 37 68 86 6.05999±0.00052 parent gyromagnetic ratio, yp' (before diamagnetic cor-

Adopted weighted mean 6.06014 ±0.00023 rection), and the externally applied field Ba are related
by

of N,,', the Siegbahii-Avogadro number on the chemical p = Yp'Ba. (13)
scaie of atomic weights, has the values shown on the
table, first onl the chemical and finally on the physical Ramsey [30] has computed the correction to the field
scale. for diamagnetism for the H molecule. He obtained (see

Fig. 3)
Ns'=' A3 - (6.06014 + 0.00023) X 1023 (g mol)>1(chemical)

= (6.06179+ 0.00023) X 1023 (g mol)-1 (physical). (12) 2.7 X 10-5B.

Smakula and Sils, at the Massachusetts Institute of The gyromagnetic ratio of the proton has been ineas-
Technology, and Brogren, at Goteborg, Sweden, have ured at the U.S. National Bureau of Standards by
made further determinations of densities aind grating Thomas, Driscoll, and Hipple [29], with a precision of
constanlts of crystals which add their support to the about 22 ppm. In this experiment the field distribution
data presented here. between the pole pieces of an electromagnet first was

explored carefully by means of a small proton resonance
detector.

5. 'y,,, The Gyromagnetic Ratio of the Proton The field was then measured by weighing the force
It is well known that atomic nuclei exhibit the proper- exerted on a rectangular current-carrying coil of exactly

ties of angular momentum ("spin") and magnetic dipole measured dimensions whose lower end was suspended
moment, with the mnagnetic dipole axis along the axis between the pole pieces. The result was
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Field distribution between pole pieces of

an electromagnet was first carefully ex,A

plored with a proton resonance head. The

field Ba was then measured in absolute units

RECTANGULAR *Xby weighing the force exerted on a rectangular CONL

current-carrying coil of accurately measured MAGNET POLE FACE

dimensions with its lower end suspended in the .R EXPLORING HEAD
field. H. A. Thomas, R. L. Driscoll, and P.R. 5TABILIZING

J. A. Hipple, National Bureau of Standards,

Journal of Research 44, 569 (1950); Phys.

Rev. 78, 787 (1950) obtained at United States National Bureau of Standardst

= X /B = . Ne/(Mpc) (2.67523 + 0.00006) x 104 radians sec'i gauss 1P P a P

Fig. 3-Measurement of -y', gyromagnetic ratio of the proton (before diamagnetic correctioni).

Tp' = wp/B = (2.67523 + 0.00006) field intensity, B, by the method just previously de-

X l04 radians sec0 gauss-'. (14) scribed in terms of the proton resonance frequency, ce,
we obtain an important measure of the charge-to-mass

6. (A)c/Wp, Ratio oJ the Cyclotron Frequency of the Proton ratio e/mp of the proton, a datum of great interest for
to its Magnetic Resonance Frequency (The Proton our knowledge of the atomic constants. Combining our
Magnetic Moment in Nuclear Magnetons) equations for w, and ., [(14) and (15)] one sees that the
The term "cyclotron frequency of the proton" is re- ratio, w,/wp, the cyclotron frequency of the proton to

lated to the well-known underlying principle of the sim- the proton magnetic resonance frequency is a universal
ple magnetic resonance particle accelerator of E. 0. constant
Lawrence, the constant field, constant frequency cyclo-
tron. A particle with charge-to-mass ratio, e/m, in a 'c/aw= (e mpc)yp'1 (16)
magnetic field of constant intensity, B, executes circular
orbits with an angular frequency of rotation which, at whose reciprocal is, in fact, the apparent magnetic
nonrelativistic speeds, is independent of the radius of moment of the proton, IA' (uncorrected for diamag-
the orbit. If the charge, e, is expressed in esu, this fre- netism),8 expressed in nuclear magnetons, ju =eh/4rm,c
quency is giveni by where e is expressed in absolute esu and mp is expressed

in grams.
c,)-Be/(mc)* (15) To determine wx, Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple [32],

at the U. S. National Bureau of Standards, built a mini-

When the charged particle is a proton, the angular ature cyclotron which they called the "omegatron" be-
resonance frequency so obtained is the "proton cyclo- cause it determined the angular frequency, w,. In the
tron frequency," woc, and if we measure the magnetic omegatron the maximum orbit radius was only 1 cm.

The high vacuum (10-i mm Hg) inl this smail apparatus,
7A slightly different result, eyp' = (2.67549 ±+0.00016) X 104 ra-

dians/sec-1 gauss-l, higher by about one part in 104, has recently 8 If one desires to know the absolute magnetic moment of the
been obtained by F. Kirchner and W. Wilbelmy of Cologne, Ger., proton, ,u, the above-mentioned small correction must be made for
using an iron-free solenoid. This was reported at the Avogadro the fact that the magnetic field intensity at the proton is not exactly
Memorial Congress, Turin, Italy (Nuovo Cim., suppl., 1957). These the same as the externally measured magnetic field, because of the
authors suggested that the discrepancy might be attributable to diamagnetic effect of the proton-containing sample. The diamagnetic
difference in electrical standards. Huntoon and McNish, of the effect for hydrogen gas, as we have said, has been computed by
U. S. National Bureau of Standards, suggest that the difference Ramsey [301 and the small additional shifts, of the order of a part in
might be from use of an erroneous value of the acceleration of gravity 106, when water or mineral oil are ulsed have been measured by
which enters differently in the two types of determination of or'. Thomas [31].
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ION COLLECTOR I must refer those interested in this correction to a foot-
GUARD RING note.9

Bloch and Jeffries t33], [34] have also measured the
cyclotron frequency of the proton by a method differing
from that of the omegatron, in that the protons were
injected at high speed (a kinetic energy of 20,000 elec-
tron volts) and were decelerated by cyclotron action.
They, therefore, called their device an "inverse cyclo-
tron." (See Fig. 5.) It differed from the "omegatron"

EMITTING FILAMENT also in that "dees" were provided so that the region in
which the protons encountered the high-frequency de-

ION COLLECTOR celerating field constituted a very small fraction of a
revolution. In consequence, it was possible to operate
the device in "higher orders," that is to say at frequen-

-rAVt_ ^ >s cies which were odd multiples of the frequency of revo-
| |t'-|= /'g-=\ lution. Up to 11 half-cycles of the high frequency could

47 S BEN.I occur during a half-revolution of the particles, and much
IlF-llP' i H;=1t - = y [additional resolution was thus gained.

The respective results of the "inverse cyclotron" and
the "omegatron,"

Fit 11| u'=2.792365+0.000100 (36 ppm) (inverse cyclotron) (17)
PATH OF IONS AT RESONANCE X u'= 2.792685 + 0.000030 (11 ppm) (omegatron) (18)

TRAPPING VOLTAGE
END VIEW SIDE VIEW differ by only 115 ppm, but the difference is uncom-

fortably large relative to the standard deviations as-
Fig. 4-The "omegatron" of Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple. signed to each experimental result. The difference is in

fact three times its root-mean-square expectation value.shown schematically in Fig. 4, contained residual hydro- Wr a ic enpbihdb olntn els
gen, andl ions (protons) were formed along an axis paral- Wor ha ic enpbihdb olntn elsg a i (pr w f a a a paral-

Sanders, and Turberfield [35] who repeated the inverselel to the magnetic field in the center of the device by im-
cyclotron experiment at the Clarendon Laboratory,pact from an axial t)eam of electrons. At right angles to Oxford, Eng. They did not use conventional cyclotron

the magnetic field a spatially uniform radio-frequency "dees." Instead they had a central electrode with
electric field (of variable frequency and of order 7 mc)
accelerated ions of a selected charge-to-mass ratio at aight le to which ter een cy waapplied while two grounded segmental electrodes ontheir cyclotron resonance frequency in spiral orbits
until they attained a radius of 1 cm, at which point they either side completed the cylindrical box. With this ar-

strckclleto. Te rsutin crret ws easre rangement the protons were decelerated to such a radiusstruck a c ethat they eventually attained orbital stability withoutwith an electrometer tube amplifier. An ion having a further gain or loss of energy.
particular charge-to-mass ratio could attain a radius
sufficient to reach the collector only when the frequency 9 A small source of systematic error was carefully studied. This
was tuned for ions of this type. The frequency width of came from the presence of a dc electric field which had to be providedto stabilize the proton orbits against axial drift. There must clearly
the resonance peak so established depends on the num- be, in addition to the component of this dc field in the axial direction,
ber of orbital revolutions which the proton makes while a component in the radial direction, and this latter must exert forcesand (unlike the magnetic field) do work on the spiralling protons.it is being accelerated from zero radius out to the radius The force from this dc field is much smaller than the magnetic force
of the collector. It wras possible to make this of the order but it depends on the radius, p, in a way not very dissimilar from the

latter. At the resonant frequency, o, =B (e/m,c), the normal magneticof several thousand so that the resolution was extremely force on the proton is Fmag,= (Becor/c)p, while we may, to first ap-
sharp. The magnet f.urnishing the field was the same one proximation, express the radial component of the dc stabilizing fieldforce as Fe =-kp. Thus the frequency, w,, would be slightly shiftedused in determining yp, and the cyclotron frequency of by this additional force. This effect was carefully studied by varying
the proton was thus measured in relation to the nuclear the magnitude of the electric stabilizing field over a considerablerange and plotting a curve showing the slight variation of the appar-
resonance frequency of the proton. For this purpose the ent proton cyclotron frequency as a function of the dc stabilizing
two-resonance devices (cyclotron and nuclear) could be field. This curve turned out to be linear as expected and could beextrapolated to zero electric field so as to correct for the latter. How-quickly interchanged while a third nuclear resonance ever, these experimenters found a still better way to make this cr
probe, through a servo-system employing the probe rection. This depends on the fact that, whereas the resonance fre-quency, C2 isiSnversely proportional to the mass of the accelerated
signal, held the field constant. particle, the shift in frequency, ax, due to the radial electric field, is
My time does not: permit me to describe the ingenious independent of this mass. By determining in each case the resonantfrequency for two different masses, e.g., H+ and H,±, H+ and D,+,

way in which these experimenters corrected for the and H+ and H,O+, it was possible to evaluate the correction. After
small source of error coming from the dc electric field making this correction, the average deviation from the mean wasone part in 40,000, a result which gives considerable confidence inrequired to insure axial stability to the proton orbits. the reliability of the correction.
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T C E R ETCEBIT
Original FormColligton., Dellis, Sanders

Bloch & Jeffries' Original Form CoTurngtfeDelI<di^antinBloch & Jeffries' ~~Turberfield's Modification

Comparison of Results:-_.

B. & J., Inverse Cyclotron p= 2.792365 + 0.000100 nuclear magnetons
S. T. & H., "Omegatron" ,u' = 2.792685 + 0.000030 "

C. De S.o& To, Stable Orbit
= 2.792730 + 0.000040 "

Inverse Cyclotron
B. & J. Inverse Cyclotron with * = 2.79267 + 0.00010 "

K. Trigger's Correction
Fig. 5-Two forms of the "inverse cyclotron," that of Bloch and Jeffries and that of Collingtoni, Dellis, Sanders, anid Turberfield.

E. S. Dayhoff, S. Triebwasser and Willis Lamb, Jr. Phys. Rev. 8, 98, 106 (1953)
Important because of relationship to Sarnmerfeld fine structure constant, a.

AED = (1/16) aeRO, c [1 8ae * (1 -5 .9b6 )] Md/D 1097i.59 + 0.10 Me/sec (S.D.)

is the energy separation between the 2 P and 2 2P1/2 states in deuterium.3/21/

Obtained by combining the measured Lamb..

Retherford shift, SD' corresponding to

2 25 22P with the separation 71951/2 1/2 with 709Q5
SSD corresponding to 2 2P a 2 2 M c. c/sec

The 221/2 state is metastable, 30 micro-

seconds half life, 2P1/2 and 2P /2 states
ZZS~are much shorter. V2

1L5 1000 JO
MAGNETIC flEW (gas)

Fig. 6-Measurement oif the fine structure separation in deuterium, 2XED, in frequency units by Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and Lamb.
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The value of A' (uncorrected for diamagnetism) ob- netic field whose intensity may be varied from nearly
tained by Collington, Dellis, Sanders, and Turberfield is zero to 4000 gauss. In this box the monatomic beam is
,~'= 2.792730±0.000040 (14 ppm) (inverse cyclotron bombarded with electrons of energy 10.8 v so that ex-

citation of the deuterium to its metastable 22S1I2 state
with stable orbit), (19) occurs.10 Their lifetime is sufficient to permit a beam of

which is in good agreement with the omegatron meas- deuterium atoms to persist in this excited state over a

urement. distance of 7 or 8 cm or more. When the metastable
More recently still, Trigger [36] has shown that atoms strike a metal target, J, their energy of excitation

theoretical calculatlions of the Bloch and Jeffries inverse is expended to eject electrons from it and these electrons
cyclotron orbits yield a set of three coupled nonlinear are collected at K and measured with an "electrometer

* * r 1 r 1 1 ~~~~tube" (capifier) as a means of detecting the meta-equations which predict a frequency shift dependent (dc ampi
upon the decelerating radio-frequency voltage. After stable beam. Between the exciting bombarder and the

these corrections Trigger finds that the inverse cyclotroi detector, however, the beam of atoms is subjected to a

results of Bloch and Jeffries are in good agreement with radio-frequency electric field and, if this frequency is
those of the omegatron, or of Collington, Dellis, exactly right, the metastable atoms unidergo transitions
Sanders, and Turberfield. Trigger's corrected value is to the non-metastable excited states 22P1/2 and 22P312
(see Fig. 6) from which they decay with great rapidity'1 to the

ground state. In this state, no excitation energy beinig
2.79267 + 0.00010 nuclear magnetons. available, they are not detected. A decrease in the re-

sponse at the detector is, therefore, the index of a reso-
nance between the applied radio-frequency field and an

7. LAIED Fine Structure Separation in Deuterium in Fre- atomic transition.
quency Units The purpose of the magnetic field, as originally
The energy separation, AED, of the 22P3/2 and 22P,1/2 planned, was to split the 22S1/2 and 22P,/2 states by the

states of deuterium has been measured in frequency Zeeman effect in order to insure longer life to the 22S,/2
units with the astonishing accuracy of + 9 ppm by state. This was before the existence of the natural (Lamb-
Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and Lamb, at Columbia Uni- Retherford) splitting had been established or realized.
versity [37]. This marked the culmination of a remark- The magnetic field was also deemed useful to keep
able series of researches on the fine structure of the charged particles away from the detector. The third,
hydrogen and deut.erium atoms by Lamb, with his co- and actually most important function of the magnetic
workers [38]-[41]. It was through this series of re- field, however, turned out to be that of tuning the criti-
searches that the existence of the "Lamb-Retherford cal frequencies of the metastable atoms (through
shift," the energy difference between the 22S112 and 22P1/2 Zeeman effect) to the applied radio-frequency field, thus
states, was established, and its value accurately meas- permitting the use of a rigorously constant, rather than
tired. From the point of view of fundamental physics, a variable, applied radio frequency which, for technical
the importance of the Lamb-Retherford shift greatly reasons, is preferable in a high precision measurement
overshadows the precision measurements of the fine of this sort.
structure separation in deuterium. This latter is, how- The measurements of Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and
ever, of prime importance as a contribution to our Lamb [37] yielded the value
knowledge of the atomic constants because of its relation
to the Sommerfeld fine structure constant, a, and it is, AED = 10971.59 ± 0.10 mc (20)
therefore, the only result by these workers which we for the finie structure separation in frequency units be-
shall discuss here. tween the 22P312 and 22P,12 states of deuterium. This,
Lamb and his coworkers actually obtained the separa- however, cannot be directly equated to the familiar ex-

tion, 22P3/2-22P,/2, in deuterium by combining the re- pression, (a2/1 6)RXc, for the fine structure splitting,
sults of two independent measurements. These were because this expression is not sufficienitly accurate.
1) the 22P3/2-22S,12, and 2) the separation SD = 22S,12 Three corrections are required. In the first place R., the
-22P,,2, the famous "Lamb shift." Here we shall de- Rydberg constant for an infinitely heavy nucleus, must
scribe only the 22P3.2,22S, 2 measurement, since the be replaced by the Rydberg constant for deuterium.
Lamb shift was accomplished by similar methods. It 15 This introduces the factor, MD/D, the ratio of the mass
important to note that the 22S,12 state is metastable with of the deuteron to the mass of the neutral deuterium
a lifetime of order 13 or 14 usec.

Fig. 7is acosssction hroughthe aparatu used 10 Even at this low bombarding energy the transverse recoil of the
by Lamb and his associates. The deuterium molecules atoms is sufficient to introduce an angular spread in the beam of the
pass through a tungsten tube heated to about 25000K order of three degrees. Lamb, therefore, has questioned the propriety

condutionare issoiatedinto ona-of describing it as a "beam" in comparison with the beams of the
by electrical cnutoanardiscaeitom a-better known technique developed by Rabi, Millman, Kusch, and
tomic deuterium. After passing through a slit they enter Zacharias r61]-11 The atoms are estimated to move only a few microns in this
a box in an accurately controlled and measured mag- decay time.
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Fig. 7-Apparatus of Lamb.

The measured quantities are:--V I

A the wavelength setting of
s

the monochromator in kxunits I 5OCKRONAT
(Siegbahn scale)

VA VH VW SWL

VH = cathode-to-target voltage 2-CRYSTAL

MONOCI1ROM1ATO-VW = cathode work function

The voltage, VH, is varied in small steps and the curve of x-ray intensity in the
fixed wavelength domain defined by the monochromator, plotted as function of VH,
is called an ttisochromat.tt From the threshold point on this isochromat the voltage
VA at which the maximum frequency, vmi or minimum wavelength,Xg, of the continuous
spectrum coincides with the peak of the "window" of the monochromator can be inferred.
Then (e/cV =-h1hW= '(hcA )A

A m (hc/g) 108 s 1 10 when A = , X in angstroms

X in k x-units
Thus the quantity determined by this experiment is: --

VAXs (h/e)c2A 1 108 (voltage-wavelength conversion factor)

The D.C. voltage difference, Vp, between

cathode and target is usually measured ec 3
by means of a high resistance pote.ntial|
divider. T£he P.D. across an accurately

calibrated fraction of the divider is ?PD.
measured by means of a standard cell and a potentiometer.

Fig. 8-To explain the determination of the voltage-wavelength conversion factor by means of the short
wavelength limit of the continuous X-ray spectrum.
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atom. Secondly, higher-order terms in the Dirac expres- of X-ray intensity in the fixed wavelength domain de-
sion for the fine structure splitting must be included; fined by the monochromator, and plotted as a function
this adds a correction term of relative amount (5/8)a2. of VH, is called an "isochromat." From the threshold
These two corrections are both implicit in the Dirac point on this isochromat one ascertains the voltage, VA,
theory, and their inclusion here is required by the in- at which the minimum wavelength component of the
creased accuracy of experimental techniques. The third continuous spectrum coincides with the peak of the
correction represents a modification of the Dirac theory band-pass or "window" curve of the monochromator.
and is the result of the anomalous magnetic moment of For this point, conservation of energy requires the re-
the electron [42], [43]. It is properly identified with the lation
Lamb-Retherford shifts in the energy of the 22P1/2 and (e/c)VA = hvm (hc/X)105
22P3/2 levels [44], [45]. The correct theoretical expres-
sion for the energy difference has been given by Lamb, = (hc/X8)A>1OS; AS in angstroms
accurate to terms of order a6 mc2. This expression is12 X8 in kilo X units. (22)

AED = (1/16)aY2RmcFl[1 + (5/8)a2 Thus the quantity determined by this experiment is

VAX = (h/e)c2'A-108 (voltage-wavelength conversion

+ 1- 5.946 Md D. (21) factor in kv X units). (23)
7r 7 The dc voltage, VH, applied to the X-ray tube terminals

is usually measured by means of a high-resistance poten-
S.Theot WavelengthConLtersiot Factor, (h/e)c2Ay tial divider, a precisely calibrated fractioin of the poten-

(Short Wavelength Limit o] the Continuoues X-Ray tial drop being measured with a potentiometer and
Spectrum) standard cell.

X-ray SWL determinations consist in exciting an This experiment has always tended to yield values of
X-ray tube with an extremely stable and very accurately h/e which were lower than the value required for con-
measured dc voltage, VH, and simultaneously deter- sistency with the bulk of the data on the constants, i.e.,
mining with a spectrometer of highest possible resolu- in the direction implying more radiant quantum
tion the minimum wavelength, Xm, of the continuous energy, hp, thani the electron energy, eVA, which pro-
X-ray spectrum emitted by the tube. It has beeni shown- duced it. Older, more obvious sources of such error
[46]-[49], both by theoretical considerations and by gradually have been eliminated. Unfortuniately the re-
internial experimenital evidence that the quantum sults of all of even the most recent and carefully per-
energy, hym=hc/Xm, of the radiation at this limiting formed experiments of this type are still somewhat in-
point corresponds ideally to the energy acquired by the compatible (and in the same direction) with the re-
thermally emitted cathode electrons falling through a maining data of our otherwise quite consistent least-
potential difference, VA= VH+ Vw, which is the sum of squares adjustments. The discrepancy is now roughly
VH, the measured voltage difference between cathode of the order of a part in ten thousand.'3
and target, and Vw, the work function of the thermally Table V shows the results of nine determinations of
emitting cathode. the voltage-wavelength conversion factor measured at
The voltage, VH,is varied in small steps and the curve six different voltages ranging from 6112 to 24,500 v.

TABLE V
X-RAY QUANTUM LIMIT DETERMINATIONS

Experi- Nominial a hc2/eA Discrepancy Discrepancy Remarks
menters Voltage (volt) (kv X units) (ppm) (volt)

BJW' 6,112 0.27 12,370.8 -116 -0. 7 ±0.4 W target
BS2 8,050 0.37 12,371.9 - 28 -0.2 ±0.5 Cu target
BS2 8,050 0.37 12,371.0 -101 -0.8±0.5 3 observations Mo, Ta, Au targets
BS2 8,050 0.37 12,370.1 -174 -1.4 ±0.5 W target
BS2 9,860 0.47 12,370.1 -174 -1.7 ±0.5 2 observations Cu, Ni targets
BJWI 10,168 0.48 12,371.2 - 80 -0.8 ±0.6 W target
B52 19,600 0.96 12,371.9 - 28 -0.6 1.1 W target; W fil.
B52 19,600 0.96 12,370.1 -174 -3.4±+1 .1 W target; ox. cath.
FHD3 24,500 6.0 12,370.0 -177 -4.3±1.3 Wtarget; Wfil.

I J. A. Bearden, F. T. Johnson, and H. M. Watts.-
2 J. A. Bearden, and G. Schwarz.
3G. F. Felt, J. N. Harris, and J. XV. M.-DuMond.

12 An error in the 1951 theoretical calculations of Mue/MO by Karplus
and Kroll [43], which WaIS not discovtered until late in 1957, now re-
quires that the numeric, -5.946, in (21) (which is twice the coefficient 13 Of course, if it should transpire that the wavelength conversion
of the fourth-order term in the expression for MUe/M,uO be changed to constant A must be revised upward by 100 or even 140 ppm, this
-0.656. This information came too late for inclusion in our last might completely eliminate the "h/e discrepancy." The unpublished
(1955) adjustment. See lPart III, Sec. 20 and 23. work of Bjorkman on A, referred to, indicated this as a possibility.
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A trend, which we believe is indicative of a systematic
error more or less common to all the experiments listed,
is perceptible if we plot the discrepancy in volts between
the observed and computed threshold values as a func- 5

tion of the different experimental voltages at which they
were determined. In this comparison we have based the F.H.&D.
computed values on our 1953 least-squares adjusted 4J 24500V.
value of the voltage-wavelength conversion factor, > DSCREPAN S VOLAAE AE
namely Z CATHODE

hc2/(eA) = 12372.2 kv X units.

The ordinates in Fig. 9 show the aforementioned dis- | 6 |860V I
crepancies in volts plotted as a function of the voltage o G
of each experiment. Where several values fall at the > A O&SAT19600V
same point the number of these is indicated. As you can 2 '9

CL ~~BA&S.
see there is a reasonably well-defined trend, the dis- | 8050i I
crepancy in volts tending to diminish roughly linearly _fV T\\X _
with voltage, although the precision is insufficient to BjJ.&W 19600V.
guarantee a firm conclusion as to this linearity. W FILAMENT
The criterion used in this experiment to locate the

true threshold point on the "fillet" of the observed iso-
chromat curve is to take it at the point of maximum LEAST-SQUARES INTERCEPT
"bending" (i.e., maximum second derivative) of the iso- 5 IVoo o5000V 20000V.
chromat (see Fig. 10.) This method, first proposed by
DuMond in 1937 and used in all the precision deter- Fig. 9-Determinations of the quantum limit of the continuous X-ray

spectrum measured at six different applied voltages and plotted
minations which we are considering here, is based on as a function of the applied voltage.

Basic Asumption:-- The true continuous T5RCHO A OFILE,f I /

spectrum profile for a thick target has
MNOCHROMATOR

a second order discontinuity at the W W CURVE,g I

qcpantiin limit.
The observed iso- -

chromat. is the fold of the true isochromat PROFIL F
into the "lwrindow curve," g, of the (with finite rutoO't 7 1

spectrometeri
x=z

F (z) =J g (x)f (z-x) dx F" I

3c-~~4

Assume the true isochromat consists of a Fl"
broken line consisting of straight segments F I
with slopes:--

f'(x) = a1 for xi_1<x<xi ; i = 1, 2, 3 *i

Then F'(z) = g(z)f'|(o) + zg(z-x.)(a. -a.)

Thus each break in slope in the f-curvre generates in the Fn curve a replica of the
g-cu.rve whose intensity and sign is proportional to the break. The third derivative
Ftm wiUl clearly havre a "zero"' at each break in slope.
Fig. 1-The criterion of maximum bending of the X-ray isochromat to locate the quantum limit of the continuous X-ray spectrum.
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the assumption that the true continuous spectrum pro- 1 4501
file for a thick target X-ray tube has a simple second- w

order discontinuity at the quaintum limit. The observed z 400
isochromat, F, is the "fold" of the true spectral profile 2 350
into the monochromator "window" curve, g. i0 300

z 250 POT. VOLTS A B
x=z D 0.069483

F(z) g(x)f(z- x)dx. (24) U t ELECTRON ENERGYF(z) 240-2-.
x=- oo 150 ABS. VOLTS i ELECTRON ENERGY

> > > /> > > K>
OQ0o 0 o 0 0 o oIf we approximate the shape of the true spectral pro- '° ° ° N m t

file, f, in the neighborhood of the limit by a broken 50 i t X
straight linie with straight segments having finite o , !8 692 ,8 7

682 684 68r6 68'8 69'2 694 696 698 702 704 706 708slopes, aj, 0.068000 0.069000. 0.070000 0.071000
POTENTIOMETER VOLTS--

f'(x) = as for xj_i < x < xi; i = 1, 2, 3, (25) Fig. tI-Isochromat obtained at 24,500 v by Felt, Harris and Du-
Mond. The point marked A is the point of maximum bending;

then differen-tiating our fold equation, (24), twice one the point B is the required position of the quantumn limit for
obtains consistency with the 1953 adjustment.

°° 3RD DERJV.
F'(Z) = g(z)f'(O) + g(z - xi)(ai+1 - ai) (26)

15 DIFFERENCE CURVES

from which we see that each break in slope in the true
spectrum (including the second-order disconitinuity at 0o A B
the quantum limit) generates in the F" curve a replica AG CURVE
of the g (or window) curve whose intensity anid sign is m ELECTRON ENERGY
proportional to the magnitude of the break in slope. I I _ I I I I I I
The third derivative, F"', of the isochromat will clearly POTENTIOMETERVOLTS-.
have a "zero" at each break in slope. C 0.069300 0.069400 0,069500 0.069600

Fig. 11 shows one of the isochromats obtained at the ASSIGNED i \
highest voltage, 24,500, listed in the preceding tabula- -5 ERROa |2\LI \
tion. The point marked A is the point of maximum 0.069483k \
bending; the point B, however, is the required position -10 0.069518
of the quanitum limit for consistency with the 1953 ASSIGNE
least-squares adjustment. ERROR

Fig. 12 shows how the point of maximum bending I
(A in Fig. 11) was determined; by plotting the third
derivative of the isochromat and locating its zero point 14 Fig. 12-The third derivative of the isochromat of Fig. 11. Themean of the zeropoint cross-overs of the curves located the po-
The poinlt B, to the extreme right, is the required posi- sition, A, in Fig. 11.
tion for consistency with the 1953 adjustment.
The systematic trend indicated in the preceding Clearly, whereas the second-order discontinuity gen-

tables anid figures strongly suggesting a systematic error erates a g curve, the first-order discontinuity generates
might be explicable if we postulate that the ideal struc- a curve which is the first derivative of the g curve. (This
ture of the quantum limit consists of a superposition of follows because the first-order discontinuity or step
a first- and a second-order discontinuity as shown in the function, considered by itself, is the limiting case of two
upper diagram of Fig. 13. Referring to the lower part of equal breaks in slope of opposite sign which have ap-
that figure, if h is the height of the precipice, if s = tan 0 proached indefinitely close to each other and have be-
is the slope above it, and if zh = h/s is what we have come indefinitely large.) The superposition of these two
called the "overshoot," it is easy to show that curves, the primitive g curve and its first derivative,

F"(, = sg, +,g()=sgz h(). (7 may indeed result in a peak in the F"(z) which is con-
siderably shifted from the true quantum limit in JUSt
the direction which the observations show. Such a

14 The third derivative was obtained by a numerical interpolation superposition resulting in the shift, As, is illustrated in
method using for each val.ue of F"' an array of points at equidistant the lower curves of Fig. 13. It turns out that if we as-
abscissa spacings on the smoothed isochromat curve. The point at
which F"' was to be evaluated was always at the center of this array. sume the postulated overshoot, Zh, expressed in volts to
The method yields the third derivative of a high-order polynomial be independent of the voltage at which the experiment
fitted to the points of the smoothed curve but is, of course, no more
precise than the smoothin.g of the curv7e is reliable. The assigned un- is performed, then to explain the large shift (of order
certainty (indicated by the arrows in this and the previous figure), 4 or 5 v) observed at 24,500 v, we must assume Zh SO
F" =0 when the curve was smoothed in different trials and by differ- lag thtavsieo h rcpc ol lotcr

ent peoplelagthtavsieothprcpcwolal ste-
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'1-111- cluster which is rather widely separated from the results

QUANTUM obtained at the two higher voltages. In view of our
LIMIT ignorance of how best to correct for the above-describede s.tan 9 goac

systematic trend, we shall adopt the weighted mean of
this group of nine results made at the lowest voltages.

17.zh h Table VI presents these data which result in a weighted
z= 0

TABLE VI
/<&AZ SELECTION OF DATA ON VOLTAGE-WAVELENGTH CONVERSION FACTOR

F"(z)=sg(z)+hg'(z) ,/' i\ The determinations made at the lowest voltages seem less likely toF (z)sg/ \-z.hg(z )
be in error from the systematic shift which we have ascribed to the9o/ - \sg(z) postulated precipice at the quantum limit. The nine lowest voltage

// \ I \ \u precision determinations are given below.

-----zz-f' hg"(z)_ l- \ z. Experimentr INominal hc2/eA Number of

-5ve V-4_-32..--3mellter Voltage (kv X unlits) Observations Weight
-5 -4 -3-2 -I 0 1 2_--3- 4 5 BJWi 6112 12370.8 I

7oz BS2 8050 12371 .9 1 1
\/, BS2 8050 12371.0 3 3
/x, BS2 8050 12370.1 1 1

BS2 9860 12370.1 2 2
Fig. 13-Postulated precipice at the foot of the continuous X-ray BJWi 10186 12371.21 1

spectrum which might accotunt for the discrepancy discussed in
the text. Weighted mean value: (12370.8±0.2) kv X ulnlitS (S.D. by ex-

ternal consistency)
DuMond and Cohen

tainly start to manifest itself in the isochromats taken 1953 adjusted value: (12372.2 ±0.4)
at the lowest voltages. At these lowest voltages the 1i2 See Table V.
monochromator pass bandwidths (in volts) are narrow
enough so that one should see a rounded hump (convex mean value of the voltage-wavelength conversion factor
upward) on the isochromat corresponding to the brink
of the precipice in the true spectrum. Nothing like this, 12370.8 + 0.2 (standarddeviationby
however, has been reported. external consistency). (28)

If then we are to explain the observed systematic
trend of the results by the postulated precipice, it is T sstt
necessary to assume that the overshoot, zh, expressed in
volts decreases with decreasing voltage. This is, however, 12372.2 + 0.4 kv X units (29)
not at all implausible since another feature, the positiont
of the Ohlin irregularities, iS known to be voltage de- by anucmotbylreaon. Ths w ueiof the Ohinireglaitesinonoeolagd cal values are not statistically independent so that carependent; its distance expressed in volts from the quan-
tum limit decreases with decreasing voltage. The avail- t be eised in inepeinte signifianceo
able data are insufficiently precise to yield information thi. iareet yascae D.' Chn a e

vised a useful method of assessing the seriousness of
on the overshoot, Az, as a function of voltage, which can such a discrepancy between an input quantity and its
be safely used to correct the experimental data. A more adjusted output value in a least-squares adjustment and
complete analysis of the theory of the continuous X-ray I plan to discuss this if time permits.
spectrum from thick targets is much needed.

Unfortunately there is little hope of improving the PART II
spectral resolving power in this experiment greatly be-
yond what already has been attained since the present
results are already close to the theoretically attainable 9. Ma, Atomic Weights by Method of Nuclear Reaction
limit with perfect crystals according to the "dynamical Energies and Mass Spectroscopy
theory" of selective X-ray reflection. In a nuclear reaction between a bomnbarding particle,
The conclusions to be drawn seem to be: x, and a target nucleus, X,
1) The most important residual source of systematic + - ±,(0

error in the short wavelength limit experiment comesX+xY+y,(0
from uncertainties, because of limited resolving power, a final particle, y, with kinetic energy, T,v, and a final
as to how the true limit position should be estimated nucleus, Y, with kinetic energy, Ty, are produced. Con-
from the isochromat profile. servation of energy requires that the total of the kinetic

2) The X-ray isochromats obtained at the lowest anld rest-mass energies before and after the reaction shall
voltages seem more likely to yield the most reliable be equal.
results.
The nine determinations which were made at the (Tz ± mZc2) ± (Mxc2)

lowest voltages (between 6000 and 11,000 v) form a = (Tz + Myc2) + (Tv ± m?,c2) (31)
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The net gain in kinetic energy of the product particles which are based on the work of these authors combined
above that of the input reactant particles, called the with Nm, the atomic mass of the electron, which is re-
"Q" of the reaction, is measured. quired in order to compute MP and MD, the atomic

Q = Ty + Y2, - T-,, = (Mx + m, - My - m)c. (32) masses of the proton and the deuteron.

More than on-e nuclear reaction is needed to yield Atomic mass of electron, Nm
enough simultaneous equations such as (32), to obtain = 0.000549 (physical scale). (33)
the mass difference between a pair of particles, as, for Information on the atomic mass of the electron is avail-
example, the neutron and the proton. However, a great able from two independent sources [53]-[56], 1) the
number of nuclear reactions in the light elements has i s i t s o
been precisely measured; so many, in fact, that the csed by theefectrknow in rgen as ter"m
available information on nuclear Q values affords a high caused by the effect known cnGerman as the "mit-

, . ~~~bewegung des kerns," and 2) the comparison of the
degree of overdetermination for establishing mass dif-

cyclotron frequency" of the electron with the "cyclo-
ferences of all the isotopes of all the light elements from ,,
the neutron through sulphur (Z= 16). Since this in- tron frequency" of the proton.
cludes 016, the isotope which by definition has atomic 10. R.., Rydberg Constant for Infinite Mass (Taking Ac-
mass exactly 16 on the physical scale, the method af- count of Lamb Shift)
fords an extremely precise set of atomic mass values
good to a few parts in a million for all these light nuclei. Cohen [53] has re-analyzed the spectroscopic data of
This corresponds to determining the Q values of the Houston [57],of Drinkwater, Richardson, and Williams
reactions with an accuracy of the order of 1 kv. Li, [58], and of Chu [59], in the light of ourpresent knowl-
Whaling, Fowler, and Lauritsen [50], in an important edge of the "Lamb shift," and has obtained
study in 1951, used the Q values of 57 different nuclear Rw = 109737.309 + 0.012 cm-' (±0.11 ppm). (34)
reactions to establish a table of masses of 31 isotopes
between Z = 0 (the neutron) and Z =9 (fluorine). Van The Rydberg is an auxiliary constant which plays a role
Patter and Whaling [51] in 1954 list separately all the of great importance since it determines with great ac-
Q-value determinations that have been made on no less curacy an important functioni of two of our unknowns,
than 474 nuclear reactions. About 600 independent Q a and e.
determinations are tabulated by them. A careful analy- R = 2,2me4h-3c-
sis of the mass data from nuclear reactions and a com-
parison of this with the mass-spectroscopic values has and since
been made by Mattauch.1" To the accuracy here needed k = 27re2/(ac)
no evidence has appeared significantly discordant with we have
the mass values and their error measures as given by
Li, Whaling, Fowler, and Lauritsen, though some work = mc2a3/(4we2).
claiming slightly smaller error measures has recently Once the adjusted values of oa and e have been deter-
been published by Wapstra [52]. The precision of the mined, we can compute Planck's constant, h, and the
mass values given by Li, Whaling, Fowler, and Laurit- electron mass, m, from
sen is amply sufficient for the purpose we shall make of
them here in determining the general constants of phys- h = 2re2/(ac)
ics. We, therefore, adopt the values given in Table VII m = 4re2R,-3c-2.

TABLE VII 11. .e/,up', Ratio of Electron Magnetic Moment to Proton
ATOMIC MASSES BY MEASUREMENT OF Magnetic Moment

NUCLEAR REACTION ENERGIES
(a) Methods of Gardner and Purcell [54], [55],

H= 1. 008142 ±0.000003 (3 ppm) (physical scale) Franken and Liebes [73]: I have described the measure-
H/MP = 1 .00054461

D=2 .014735±0.000006(3 ppm) (phvsical scale) ment of the proton magnetic moment in terms of the
D/MAd=1.00027244 nuclear magneton by comparison of the proton cyclotron

H/Mp and D/Md computed using atomic weight of electron
Nm=5.4875- 10-4. frequency w1th the nroton magnet;c resnnce frequency

Nm may be obtained from the isotopic shift in the spectra of H
and D, the effect called by Sommerfield the "Mitbewegung des A third less direct source of information has been pointed outby
Kerns." It can also be determined by comparison of the cyclotron Huntoon and McNish in their contribution to the Avogadro Me-
frequencies of electron and proton. morial Conference, Turin, Italy (NuovoJ Cim., suppl., 1957). This

is the work of Lindstrom, Ark. Fysik, vol. 4, p. 68; 1952. Lindstrom
measured the radius of curvature in a magnetic field of internally
converted K and L electrons from Th B, the K-L energy difFerence

'"Tlhis first appeared in the minutes of the Avogadro Memorial being known from X-ray data. The proton nuclear resonance fre-
Conference, Turin, Italy (Nuovo Cim., suppl., 1957). A still more quency in the same field was also measured. This experiment of
complete and up-to-date treatment by F. Mattauch, Mainz, Ger., course involves A. Lindstrom's result is said to be in surprisingly
recently has been circulated privately, good agreement with Gardner and Purcell's, if A-1.00202 is used!
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in the same magnetic field. At Harvard University a The cyclotron frequency of the electron was measured
similar experiment has been performed on the cyclotron by providing slits, 2 mmXO.1 mm, on opposite sides
frequency of the electron compared with the proton mag- of a rectangular shorted waveguide of 1 XO.5-inch
netic resonance frequency. This yields the proton mag- internal cross section and supplied with microwaves of
netic moment in terms of the Bohr magneton. frequency 9400 mc sec-' in the TE1o mode so that a rib-
The cyclotron frequency, w,e of a free electron in a bon-shaped beam of slow electrons drifting across the

magnetic field, B, is given by one-inch dimension of the guide from one slit to the

wee expressed in esu). (35) other crossed in a region of voltage maximum of the
-e=ekm k microwaves. The electrons were supplied by an oxide-

The proton precession frequency, w,, is given by coated cathode in a copper cavity behind one of the slits

-,riB 21i'BlhLp proton magnetic moment) (36
and were collected by an electrode in a second copper

='yp'B 2Mp'B/h~ = proton magnetic moment) (36) cavity behind the other slit. This equipment was placed

where -yp' is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton (un- in a magnetic field of 3300 gauss, between the poles of an
corrected for diamagnetism), and ,Ap' is the proton electromagnet with the direction of the field parallel
magnetic moment (similarly uncorrected). The ratio to the general direction of motion of the electrons from
Cap/We iS, therefore, slit-to-slit across the waveguide. Closely adjacent to the

waveguide between the magnet poles was placed the
COp/We = 21u'mc/(eh) = yp'/,uo; ,uo = Bohr magneton. proton resonance head. This operated on a frequency of

= eh/(2mc). (37) 14.24 mc sec-'. This frequency was multiplied 657
times for comparison with the electron cyclotron fre-

This ratio is seen to be pp', the magnetic moment of the quency in the waveguide. The positions of proton reso-
proton, expressed in Bohr magnetons, where the Bohr nance head and waveguide between the magnet poles
magneton is i.o=eh/(2mc), a fundamental constant. could be interchanged so that by averaging the results
To obtain /up'/Me from these results we must know before and after such interchange the effect of any slight
jMe/Iuo, the ("anomalous") ratio of the electron magnetic difference in magnetic field intensity at these two ele-
moment to the Bohr magneton which modern quantum- ments could be compensated.
electrodynamical theory has shown to differ slightly The electrons drift in helical paths from one slit to
from unity. Until quite recently theory gave for this the other across the waveguide executing the turns of

/>eAo = (I + a/27r - 2.973a'/x2) their helices at the cyclotron frequency, coe=eB/(mc).
If this frequency matches exactly the microwave fre-

= 1.00114536 (if a-l 137.037).'7 (38) quency of the electric vector in the waveguide, the
electrons gain energy at each turn and their helical

Very recently, however, Petermann at CERN has trjcoiswlexadothtmnofhmwllal
shw [71 tha th orgia cacltoso.apu trajectories will expand so that many of them will fail

shown [721 thattheoriginalcaculationsof arplu to pass through the second slit. It was thus anticipated
and Kroll [43] for the coefficient of the fourth-order t r
term were in error and Karplus, and also Sommerfield, currentote colle reeoFig. 1) F evreaka~~~~~~~~~~stdnf.Shigr eiidti. Asar sut current to the collector (see Fig. 14). For every weak
a student of J. Schwinger verified this. As a result electron accelerating voltage, - Va, at the cathode, how-
lie//li is about 14 ppm larger than the above value, ever, space-charge effects produced a current peak at

If we combine the results of this experiment on wp/we resonance. 8
with a knowledge of y,', from the aforementioned work
of Thomas, Driscoll, and Hipple [30] our first twoofThomas, Driscland (36), show that we can calculate . 18 To make the resonance as sharply defined as possible it is de-equations, (35) and36 showthatwecan t sirable to have very slow electrons so that a maximum number of
e/(mc) the charge-to-mass ratio of the electron (ex- cyclotron cycles will be executed during the transit time from slit-to-
pressed in emu) from the relation slit in the region of the radio-frequency field. The cathode was held

more negative than the waveguide by a voltage, V., adjustable from
c /p1(w,,,y,')= elXmc). (39) 0 to 5 v, and the collector was maintained approximately 20 v posi-Wp/i(JWeYtp)J = e/(tmc). (39) tive relative to the guide so as to collect all the electrons passing

through the second slit. When Va was approximately 5 v the ex-
Furthermore, if we combine cop/We from the results of pected dip in anode current (from approximately 0.4 to 0.3 Aa) was

this xpermentwith ,lco fro theresults of the observed at resonance. However, it was found that peaks instead of
this eem wdips occurred at resonance, if V.J was less than about 3 v. The peaks

Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple's [56] experiment de- were considerably sharper than the dips, having a width of order
. , 0.5 gauss contrasted with 5 gauss for the dips. The anode current

scribed, we can obDtain WDe/We, the ratio of thle respective under these circumstances was less than 0.0005 jua when away from
cyclotron frequencies of electron and proton, and this resonance. This unexpected behavior was attributed to space-charge

gives directly m~~~/m, the ratio of the mas~softepoo hlecitronsothavinegt°he Cslowest transverse velocity across the gud
to the mass of the electron -would be the ones most responsible for this space-charge limitation,and these are also the ones which at resonance are acted upon for the

We/Dc- (Wde/Wp)/(Wic/Wp) = mp/m. (40) longest time by the microwaves. The resulting expansion of theirorbits when resonance obtains would reduce the space-charge density
and thus permit an increase in current across the guide on the part
of other electrons (presumably those directed most nearly parallel to

17 This value of at is practically beyond question. Our least- the magnetic field). Because of its superior sharpness, the peak at-
squares analysis yields ax-=127 0373 + 0.0006. A change of 0.01 in a-l tributed to the suppression of space-charge limitation was the one
produces a change of less than 10-7 inl Je/MO.- exclusively used for the measurements.
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J. H. Gardner and E. M. Purcell,
Phys. Rev. 76, 1262 (1949)
J. 11. Gardner,
Phys. Rev. 83, 996 (l951) M\AEN;P\OLE_
The electrons drift in helical paths in COLLECTOR
microwave field in wave guide executing SLIT -PROTON
turns at the cyclotron frequency, WAVE c/(sec.

e
= e B/(mc) ELECTRON BEAM

If X matches exactly, the microwave 3T00GAUSS 1

input frequency the electrons gain (amm0.1mm)

energy and miss the second slit and

a dip in current would indicate \ N N

resonance. For very low cathode

voltage, 'Vaj however, space-charge ELLE.CTRON RESONATOR

effects produced a current peak at resonance.

Results:
ce/m = FA,/p. = 657.475 + 0.008 (without diamagetic correction)
e p op

= m /m = 1836.12 + 0.03

Fig. 14-Determination of the ratio, proton resonance frequency to electron cyclotron
frequency, w,ple, by the method of Gardner and Purcell.

The final value assigned by Gardnier [55] was iary constant among the input data of our present least-

M/= c'e/Wp = 657.475 + 0.008 (41) squares analysis (see Fig. 15). The well-known molecular
beam method [61 ] for measuring nuclear magnetic

without the diamagnetic correction to the field of the moments was used in this measurement. An atomic
proton for the electrons in the hydrogen molecule. If beam passes successively through three magnetic fields:
we calculate We/wC by (40) using (Oe/(Jp (41) and the re- the first and last, (the "A" and "B" fields), are in-
sults of Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple [561, for xc/cop, homogeneous with gradients in opposite directions,
one obtains for the ratio of the rest masses of proton and while the intermediate field is uiniform. Because of the
electron interaction of the atomic dipole moment and the in-

We1w, = mp/m = 1836.12 + 0.03 (42) homogeneous magnetic field, an atom will suffer a

deflection in passing through the "A" field. The "B"
Franken arid Liebes [73] have pointed out the possible field then impresses on the atom a deflection in the
need for a correction to this result because, at high- opposite direction. Whatever the magnetic moment of
current density, space charge might exert a radial force the atom may be (as long as it is the same in both
onl the electronic orbits in additionl to the magnetic fields), the two deflections will compensate each other,
force, vXH. They have performed an experiment in and the atom will return to the instrument axis after
which this correction is made. passing through the two fields. If, however, during the

(b) Method of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch [60]: A time of transit through the intemediate "C" field, a
quantity which is closely related to the one measured by transition is induced in the atom so that its magnetic
Gardner and Purcell [54] is the ratio, e/li' of the dipole moment is altered, such atoms will not receive the
electron magnetic moment to the proton magnetic correct compensating deflection in the "B"' field and will
moment (recall that we are using,up for the apparent fail to pass through the exit slit of the instrument. A
moment before correction for the diamagnetic effect; magnetic field of frequency 3655 mc sec'1 perpendicular
,up is the corrected moment). This ratio was measured to the direction of the static field was used to induce the
by Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch [60)] at Columbia Uni- transitions between hyperfine structure levels in hy-
versity with such high accuracy (an error of ± 0.6 drogen in 2S112 state. The transition frequency of the
ppm) that it can be very safely treated as a fixed auxil- line (1, 0<-1, -1) was measured and from this, and
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S. H. Koenig, A. G. Prodell and P. Kusch (Phys. Rev. 88, 191 (1952)) used
the well-known method of Rabi, Nillman, Kusch, and Zacharias.

A beam of 'H-atoms is deflected
dowrward in the A-field. and up_ A-FIELD B-FIELD
ward in the B-field by an equal
amount unless the magnetic moment j
of the atoms is changed by the dB

R.F. present in the C-field, in
which case the atoms miss the A rd B fields hie equzi oppostte

finalslit. ~~~greidients.
3655 mc/sec R.F. used to induce hyperfine structure transitions. From the

transition frequency of the line (1,0' l,- ) in'the field B together with

the proton nuclear magnetic resonance frequency for the same field B, the

ratio, g of the proton g-value to the g-.value for the hydrogen atom in

the'S1/2 state, the latter closely related to the electron spin g-value,
g , was measured with the result:,-

g/gp = M /(NmW) (1 + c /2 1t - 2.973 a2/ t2) = 658.2288 + 0.0004P

Here Me = atomic wt. of proton, Nm = atomic wt. of electron, m'= nag. mom.
of proton (uncorrected for diamag.) expressed in nuclear magnetons and the
trinomial is Ixebo the electron magnetic anromaly ratio, 1.00114536.

From this I4.' = M /(NmjO) 657.4758 + Q.0004IoppP
Fig. 15-Ratio electron magnietic moment to proton magnetic moment, ue/lu, by the atomic beam

method of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch.

measurements of the proton nuclear magnetic resonance Unfortunately, this calculation is vitiated to the extentof
frequency in the same magnetic field (Thomas, Dris- about 14 parts per million because of the error subse-
coll, and Hipple), gp/gj could be calculated. gp is the quently discovered in Kroll's original theoretically cal-
proton g value while gi, the g value for the hydrogen culated numerical coefficient, -2.973 in (43) which we
atom in the 2Si12 state, is closely related to the electron now know should be -0.328.
spin g value, g8. The experimental result obtained by (c) Resonant Cavity Method of Beringer and Heald
Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch was (before the correction [26]: Beringer and Heald have measured the ratio of
for diamagnetism in the proton resonance oil sample), proton moment-to-electron-moment, the same ratio as

g5/gp = [Mp/(:Nmii')](1 + a/2r - 2.973a2/ir2) that of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch, using a microwave-'/9P [Mp1(NmA1)1(1 + a/2r 2.973a1/72) absorption technique (see Fig. 16.) Since this method
658.2288 + 0.0004 (43) is basically distinct from the molecular beam method

used by Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch, a comparison of
iswhichMPAvogadroisnum the mass of the eron,

N
the two results is useful. Hydrogen atoms are containediS Avogadro's nulmber, m the mass of the electron, A' in a resonant cavity placed in a uniform magnetic field.the magnetic moment of the proton (uncorrected for

diamagnetism) expressed in nuclear magnetons, and This field produces a Zeeman splitting of the atomicdiamagnetism) expressed in nuclear magnetons, andtri.omial , energy levels and the strength of this field is varied*te rlom.a :n tne paennel lS {X/1u 4tne corclo- . ' ~~~~~~~~~untilthe Zeeman splitting corresponds to the resonant*factQr for tile anlomalous magnetic moment of the elec- frqec ftecvt. Th bopino nryb
til[2,[3. Thi ca,ecmue fo h au the atoms at this resonance reduces the energy trans-

at =-137.037, with ample accuracy [see (38)] to place mte ho h ai rmak to siltrt
iIpe/jto in the category of auxiliary fixed constants. Thegyy
reul is. a detector. The magnetic field in the experiment iS- ~~~~~~~~~~~~measuredby a proton resonance probe. Thus the mag-
- /IO/'/Ipt Mp/(NTm,u') = 657.4758 ± 0.0004. (44) netic moment of the proton and the electron are directly
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R. Beringer and 14. A. Hiealds
Phys. Reva. 95, 1474 (1954). R.W.WOODD15CKA4RGE

TUBE.
Hydrogen atoms in resonant R.F.

cavity are in a uniform magnetic
field which produces a Zeeman
splitting of the atoric energr MiV+AGE rKX£PIECE
levels. Field is varied until TE CAVITY
level splitting corresponds to

FROM REROR , TO LQMETER
a resonant frequency of the

9000 M1&/sec.
cavity. Absorption of R. F.

WAVE. GUIDE W\AVE GUuIDE.energy at resonance reduces
WE

transmission through cavity

and response of bolometer
detector. Magnetic field

stabilized and measured by TO VtMF'S
proton resonance probes.

Result: --
I = 658.2298 + 0.0003 (mean of 34 observations)

1.5 ppm larger than Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch
value (twice S.E. of difference).

Fig. 16-Ratio, electron magnetic moment to proton magnetic moment, MeiMp' by the resonant cavity method of Beringer and Heald.

compared. The result, uncorrected for diamagnetism in dynamics, but after correction for the recently dis-
a spherical sample of mineral oil, is covered Karplus error of 14 ppm the new theoretical

Ae/Up' = 658.2298 + 0.0003, (45) value, ,Ae/,Ao=1.001159 differs by 12 ppm from the
observed value. This was one of the motivations for

where the quoted error is a statistical standard devia- the repetition of the Gardner-Purcell experiment by
tion of the mean of 34 observations after 10 discordant Franken and Liebes [73] who, as stated above, believe
data were rejected. This result is 1.5 ppm larger than they have found a small source of systematic error from
Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch's measurement (43). The space charge.
disagreement, though small relative to the precision
of most other measurements, is twice as large as the

12. Recent Measurements of the Velocity of Lightstandard error of the difference computed from the
quoted errors for these two. Table VIII shows the result of nine independent

In obtaining the result of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch, determinations of the velocity of light (or of radio
(44), to compare with the above measurement of Gard- waves) made since 1949. All these methods indicate
ner and Purcell, we made use of the theoretical value of quite unequivocally that the earlier weighted average
the anomalous moment of the electron (38). We can value arrived at by Birge, based chiefly on earlier
also reverse the procedure and calculate the anomalous measurements by Michelson, Pease, and Pearson [63]
electron moment by combining Gardner and Purcell's with the rotating mirror method in an evacuated tube,
results with the measurements of Koenig, Prodell, and and by Anderson [64] using Kerr-cell modulation,
Kusch, or Beringer and Heald. In either case we obtain: namely 299,776 km sec-1, was low by about 16 or 17 km

1.001147+0.000008 (experimental value), (46) secl The newer values (those after 1948) are not all of
- ~~~~~~~~~~equalreliability or accuracy, nor are they all completely

where the error is entirely due to the Gardner and Pur- in agreement, and in particular the Hansen and Bol reso-
cell value and masks the difference between the two nant cavity result [65] disagrees with the others by
values of wU/Ut (those of Koenig, Prodell, and Kusch, about 3 km sec'l, a disagreement which, though small
and of Beringer and Heald). The agreement between judged by earlier standards, is uncomfortably large rela-
this experimental value of Jle/U and the older theoretical tive to the claimed probable errors. A plausible expla-
value 1.00114536 was excellent and it serves as a verifi- nation for this discrepancy on the basis of a thin surface
cation of the validity of the new quantum electro- layer of abnormally high resistivity caulsed by work-
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TABLE VIII
RECENT MEASUREMENTS OF THE VELOCITY OF LIGHT

Author Date Method c in km s-1 Remarks

Aslakson' 1949 "Shoran" 299,792 3 .5 FLCR = fixed length cavity resonance
Hansen and Bol2 1950 FLCR 299,789.3 ±1.2 VLCR = variable length cavity resonance
Essen3 1950 VLCR 299,792.5 ± 1 .0 FSMWVI =free space microwave interferometer
Bergstrand4 1951 Geodimeter 299,793. 1 ± 0.32 IRSP = infrared spectrometer
Froome5 1952 FSMWI 299,792.6 ±0.7
Mackenzie' 1953 Geodimeter 299,792.4 ±0.5
Froome5 1954 FSMWI 299,793.0 ±0.3
Plyler, Blaine and Connor7 1955 IRSP 299,792 ±6
Florman' 1955 FSMWI 299,795.1 ±1.9

I C. I. Aslakson, Nature, vol. 164, p. 711; 1949.
2 K. Bol, Phys. Rev., vol. 80, p. 298; 1950.
3L. Essen, Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. A 204, p. 260; 1950.
4E. Bergstrand, Arkiv. f. Fys., vol. 2, p. 119; 1950.
s K. D. Froome, Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. A 213, p. 123; 1952. Vol. A 223, p. 195; 1954.
6 I. C. C. Mackenzie, Ord. Surv. Prof. Papers 19, H.M. Stat. Office; 1954.
7 E. K. Plyler, L. R. Blain, anid W. S. Coninor, J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 45, p. 102; 1955.
8 E. F. Florman, NBS Tech. News Bull., vol. 39, p. 1; 1955.

hardeninig incident to polishing has beeni suggested by matching stub and phase shifter 0 to the left of the
Dayhoff. 9 beam divider, together with a "constanit phase auxiliary
Of the determninations listed on this figure probably the iinterferometer" (cpi) constitute a device2' for altering

most accurate and reliable are: 1) those of Bergstrand the amplitude of the energy transmitted down this arm
[66] in Norway and of Mackenzie [67] in Scotland, without producing a phase displacement. The phase
each using Kerr-cell modulated visible light over long shifter® to the right of the beam divider, together with
light paths and employing Bergstrand's highly in- the variable attenuator, is required in order to adjust
genious "Geodimeter"; and 2) those of Essen [68] and and balance the position of the first interference mini-
of Froome [69], Essen" using microwave cavity reso- mum.
nance and Froome the free-space microwave interferome- The movable part of the interferometer situated be-
ter. These results are all in excellent agreement. tween the transmitting horns consists of a pair of re-

I only shall have time to describe one of these meth- ceiving horns mounted on a carriage coinstructed almost
ods, that of Froome, at the National Physical Labora- entirely of silica tubes (for thermal stability) and ar-
tory, England. ranged to travel on ways through a path of about One
The four-horn Fraunhofer diffraction microwave meter. The two received signals are mixed to produce

interferometer of Froome is shown schematically in Fig. interference, and detected by means of a simple super-
17. The source of microwaves is a Pound stabilized heterodyne arrangement; the output is rectified and
reflex klystron oscillator with a frequency of 24005 indicated on a millimeter. An interference minimum
mc sec-1 corresponding to a wavelength of about 1.25 is then detected as minimum current through the meter,
cm. The accuracy of the frequency measurement is about and the carriage can be set oll a minimum to better
one part in 108. Energy from the oscillator passes to a than one micron.
hybrid junction ("magic T") which serves as a beam To make a wavelength measurement the exact dis-
divider, from which it passes through two long wave- placement of the carriage corresponding to 81 wave-
guide arms to the pair of transmitting horns. The lengths (162 minima) is measured to one-quarter micron

by means of end-contact gauges.
19 In this experiment the true electrical diameter of the cavity is Froome stated that the 24005 mc sec-1 equipment is

greater than the mechanical diameter by an amount of the order of
magnitude of the skin depth of the walls, a depth which depends, of merely a prototype for the investigation of sources of
course, on the frequency of the particular mode of oscillation which is inherent error. The conditions, therefore, were chosen
being excited. The possible presence of a film of silver sulphides of

in

unknown thickness with a conductivity and a dielectric constant dif- deliberately to cause errors; as, for example, the random
fering from the values for bulk silver will affect the-observed resonant effects arising from reflections in the rather small room.
frequency of the cavity. Correction for this should increase the Han-
sen and Bol value of the velocity slightly. It has been suggested in a Nevertheless, the apparatus was found to be capable
private communication by E. S. Dayhoff that the mechanical effect of an accuracy of one part in 106 for the velocity meas-
of polishing the silver-plated surface may cold-work the metal and
thus greatly decrease its conductivity in an extremely shallow layer. urements. Much better results are anticipated, there-
It is unfortunate that Hansen and Bol only made measurements at
just enough frequencies to determine c in the absence of such anoma-
lous skin effects. In any precision measurement it is always a better 21 This ingenious device splits the input wave into two components
policy to overdetermine the measurements in an effort to uncover of equal amplitude in two different paths. These components are
unsuspected systematic errors. subsequently recombined after a change of phase brought about by

20 In a recent communication Essen informs me that the esti- an increase in the path length for one path and an exactly correspond-
mated standard deviation of ± 1 km sec'l in his 1950 determination ing decrease in the path length for the, other. The two equal vectors
contained an allowance for possible systematic error and that the representing the phases of the two components are thus rotated in
standard deviation computed from only the statistical variance of his opposite directions through the same angle so that the direction of
data would be nearer ±0.3 km sec-'. their resultant is unchanged while its amplitude is reduced.
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Fig. 17-Free space microwave interferometer of Froome.

fore, with the final equipment which is to operate at Here again this change from our adopted value above
70,000 mc sec-1 (X = 4 mm) over a path difference of 1000 would affect our values of the constants insignificantly.
minima in a much larger room. Ten observations with Recent suggestions from several quarters that the
the present prototype have been reduced to yield a velocity of light in vacuum may vary with frequency are
preliminary values for the free-space velocity of electro- very improbable from three considerations.
magnetic waves in v7acuo of a) Eclipsing binary stars do not show colors at the

c = 299793.0 + 0.3 km sec-1. (47) time of the eclipse.b) The "red shifts" of optical lines and of the radio-
Space limitations preclude description of many details frequency line from the Lamb-doublet level in hydrogen
and refinements to be found in the original papers and have recently been observed for the radio object in
in particular the study of corrections for refractive Cygnus of the order of 109 light years distant and have
index of the air and water vapor given in two papers by been shown to be identical.
Essen and Froome [70], [71]. c) At the California Institute of Technology we have
Cohen and I have adopted the above value, measured [76] the wavelength, h/(mc), of the 511-kv

c = 299793.0 ± 0.3 kn sec-, as one of our auxiliary con- annihilation radiation line from the recombinationi of
stants in our most recent (1955) evaluation of the uni- Cull positrons and electrons in copper with the 2-meter
versal constants. Very recently the radio engineers and bent quartz crystal diffraction spectrometer and have
physicists have adopted a value, minutely lower, I be- shown that it agrees to a part in 104 with the predicted
lieve, namely value.

c = 299792.9. This last is a test of the velocity, c, at very high
frequencies indeed, twenty thousand times that of

This change of 0.3 ppm would have no significant effect Bergstrand's visible light waves and forty billion times
on any of our output values. It is based on the most that of Froome's 1-cm waves.
recent results of Froome [74] and of Bergstrand [75]
which are now in highly satisfactory agreement. PART III

Bergstrand, after taking into account his own work
and that of others with his "Geodimeter" and also the CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE PRECEDING DATA
results of Froome inlcluding the latter's most recent USING THE METHOD OF LEAST-SQUARES
final determination, has arrived [75] at the following 13. The Overdetermined Nature oj the Problem-A Geo-
weighted mean which he considers the present "best"' metrical Interpretation
value. The reader is referred to Table I at this point to re-

c-=299792.7 ± 0.2 km sec-'. mind him of the nature of the data we have assembled.
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Each of the quantities whose measurement I have de- deviation. The expression is, therefore, a short-hand
scribed can be expressed in terms of h, Planck's con- method for indicating that we do not know the true
stant, e, the electronic charge, m, the electron rest- value of the right-hand member, but that the experi-
mass, N, the Avogadro number, A, the X-unit-milli- ment can be interpreted as indicating a value which is
angstrom conversion constant, c, the velocity of light, defined only to the extent of some probability distribu-
and a few other auxiliary quantities whose numerical tion (not necessarily Gaussian) with mean value A and
values are accurately known. The Rydberg constant, with relative "standard deviation," i.e., root-mean-
however, which is a function of h, e, m, and c, is much square deviation, a.

more accurately measured than any of its component We can now think of a four-dimensional "constants
factors. It is, therefore, convenient to consider the space" in which the four unknowns, a, e, N, and A,
Rydberg constant as an exactly known numerical regarded as continuous variables are represented on four
quantity and to use it to express the electron mass as a orthogonal cartesian coordinates. Each functional rela-
known function of the other variables. Also, to the tionship (each experiment of Table I) then is repre-
accuracy required here, it is convenient and justifiable sented by a surface in this space. An arbitrary point in
to treat the velocity of light, c, as an exactly known the space (a given set of values of the constants, say a,
quantity. Furthermore, because of the fact that the e, N, A) is in agreement with the experimental result if
fine structure constant, a, is more accurately determined it lies in the surface. A point (that is a set of values of
(by the work of Lamb and his coworkers [38]-[411) the constants) is, therefore, consistent with several ex-
than it can be computed by combining, say measure- perimental results if it lies in the common intersection
ments of e, h/e, and c, it is also convenient to use a as a of the surfaces. In general, if we have more experiments
variable in place of h. Thus we shall express all of the (surfaces or equations) than we have constants to be
experimental results in terms of the four quantities determined (dimensionality of the space), it cannot be
a, e, N, and A, which we shall call the primary uIn- guaranteed (in view of the liability of error) that there
knowns of our analysis. After effecting the eliminations will be one point through which every surface passes.
and substitutions just described, our data yield the If the experiments are reasonably consistent there will be
seven kinds of equations of Table I, comprising a total a point, however, which is close to all of the surfaces.
of thirteen equations in four unknowns. These we shall Varying the experimentally determined numeric, A,
call our primitive equations. These clearly constitute a in each equation produces motion of the surface in the
considerably overdetermined set. Since the numerical direction of its normal, and we can visualize the statisti-
data are the results of experimental measurements cal distribution of which A is the mean value and a-2,
subject to possible errors of both systematic and random the variance, by thinking of the surface not as infinitesi-
nature, it is too much to expect the set to be exactly mally thin but as endowed with a certain domain of
compatible. We can only hope that the incompatibilities fuzziness on either side of the mean value surface, A.
are of the order of magnitude consistent with the esti- For convenience in analyzing the data we linearize
mated precision of the measurements, and if this is not our equations. We adopt origin values, ao, eo, No, Ao,
the case, we must try to ferret out the systematically corresponding to a judiciously selected point in our
erroneous data and eliminate them or, if possible, cor- space chosen sufficiently close to our expected solution
rect them. A situation of this sort calls for a critical that any set of values, a, e, N, A, in which we are likely
analysis by least-squares. to be interested will differ from the origin values by
My time does not permit me to give a rigorous deri- small amounts. "Small" is determined here by the

vation or a carefully reasoned defense of the doctrine magnitudes of the second derivatives of the function,
of least-squares here. For such a discussion I must refer f; we assume that we can expand f(a, e, N, A) as a

you to a really excellent treatment by my colleague multivariate Taylor series about the origin point, and
and coworker, Cohen [77], in the proceedings of the that in such an expression only the linear terms need
Turin Conference of 1957. (For a still more complete be retained. In practice what we actually do is equiva-
exposition see the text by Cohen, Crowe, and DuMond lent to expanding the logarithm of f in a Taylor series;
[78], or the treatment by Cohen and DuMond, in we thus deal with relative deviations, and if the function
Flugge's "Handbuch der Physik" [79].) is a simple product of powers as is the case here, we

If we examine the seven kinds of equations in Table obtain in place of (48) the linearized equation
I we see that the result of any experiment can be de- a+bx+CX+dx=h+ (9
scribed as measuring (except for quantities that can beaX+bX+CX+dX It±o(9
considered as accurately calculable correction factors) where xa=(a - ao)/ao; Xe=(e-eo)/eo etc., and where
some product of powers of the primary variables of the ht = (A-A o)/A o, in which A0o is the value of the func-
form: tion, f, evaluated with the origin values aoO, eo, No, A0.

f(ax, e, N, A) - aa2ebNcAd = A(1 ± a). (48) (It, here is not to be confused with Planck's constant.)
- ~~~The x's are thus pure numbers, and it is frequently

The second expression is not actually an equation in convenient to express them as parts per hundred thou-
the strictest sense. A is the numerical result of a physical sand or parts per million (ppm) deviations from the
measurement and a., its estimated or assigned standard origin values. (The largest deviation of any of our ad-
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TABLE IX

DATA FOR PRELIMINARY 1952 ADJUSTMENT

f(a, e, N, A) = ceaeNAd = A(1 ± a) (48)
Adopt consistent origin values, ao, eo, No, A0, A o close to the expected solution and define

x= (a - ao)/ao; Xe = (e - eo)/eo etc. and H = (A -A)/Ao then (48) becomes linearized as:
ax, + bx, + CXN + dXA = / ± 0. (49)

Complete Set of 13 Iinearized Equations from Data of Table I

Equation Numeric Weight
l ~~~~~~~~~E.xperimental Sourceea e N A c (ppm) p

:r4 = 0 ± 3.0 0.11 A = 1.00202 ± 0.00003
x3j + 3x4 = 3.5 ± 3.8 0.07 NA3 (Birge's average)

2x, + X5 = 9.0 ± 0.9 1.23 F.S. Splitting Deuterium (Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and Lamb)
3x,- x2 + x6 =- 1.3 ± 2.3 0.19 Gyromagnetic radio of Proton (Thomas, Driscoll, andl Hipple)

X+wa,X3 - xi,= 10.1 ± 1.3 0.58i IodineFaraday
X2+ X3 - Xb = 1.2 ± 2.0 0.25j Silver Faraday

-3xi + 2x2 + X3 - 2x5 = 22.9 ± 3.6 0.08) Magnetic Moment Proton (Bloch and Jeffries)
-3xi + 2X2 + X3 -2xb = 11.5 + 1.1 0.83 J Magnetic Moment Proton (Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple)
- Xi + X2 - X4 + x5 =-10.6 ± 5.1 0.04 Cont.Xray Felt, Harris, and DuuMond
- Xi + X X4+ x5 = - 2.4 ± 4.0 0.06 Spectrum Bearden, Johnson, and Watts
- Xi + X2 - X4 + x5 = - 4.6 ± 8.3 0.015j Limit Bearden and Schwartz

Xb = 0.87 ± 0.23 19.81 Velocity offFroome
x6 = 1.03 ± 0.11 83.0J Light lBergstrand

Q + [ __ if xi = xi* then Q =X2

rri= /(n-q) = Ratio External to Internal Consistency

justed values from its origini value inl the present inistanice data. If we assume that there are no systematic errors
turnis out to be less thanll 14 parts per hunl(dre(d thousanid, anid that the statistical distributionis of the ranidom
anl(l sinice the error committed by liniearizationi through errors of the input data (of which the h's are the mean
neglect of the secolnd-order terms ini the Taylor ex- values anid the a's the rms deviationis) are Gaussiani
pansion is of the order of the s(uare of this number or distributionis, thenl both Laplace [80] and Gauss [81]
about 2 parts in one hundred millioni, it is seeni to be have showni a simple procedure for finding the "most
completely negligible). Clearly (49) is the equationi of the probable" values of the unknlowils.
tanigent plane to each surface where it passes through Consider any set of values of the unknownis, Xa, Xe,
the "origin" point a=a0; e=eo, etc. xv, and XA, which may or may niot be the most prob-
We thus are presented with 13 equations of the form able values. Wheni we substitute these values into the

(49), one for each of the 13 observationial equationis in left-hanid members of the equations of observation we
Table I, with 13 differenit constants h and standard shall, in general, Inot obtain exactly the numbers, h,
deviationis +a. These 13 equations also fall inlto seveni but there will be a slight discrepanicy which we shall call
different "kinds," each kind b)eing characterized by the residue, R, (The subscript, IA, refers to the number
differenit coefficients (a, b, c, etc.) of the linearized uni- of the observationial equation.) The residue, R., divided
knowns corresponding to the differenit powers to which by the standard deviation, o,, of the numeric in the
a, e, N, and A are involved in the seven kinids of primi- corresponding equation, i.e., the residue measured in
tive equations. The complete liniearized set is shown in uniits of the standard deviation, is called the "normalized
I able IX. residue." Now both Laplace anld Gauss showed that the

criterion which yielded the "most probable value" of
the unknowns was to choose values for them such that

14. TheCriterionof Least-Squareswhen these were subs~tituted back inlto the original equa-
How ma.y we select a set of values for the four un- tions the sum of the squares of the normalized residues

knowns which will do the least violenlce to all 13 of these was a minimum. In other words their criterion was to
more-or-less incompatible equationls? Our compromise minimize the quanltity, Q, where
should take into account the estimated precision we at-
tach to the different experimentally measured constants, =E [apaxo + aM2X2 + * + a^2x h,g2
requliring less violence to be done to the more precise L, (50
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They showed that this criterion was sufficient to fix believe the theory is applicable only to Gaussian dis-
uniquely a set of values of the x's, which were the tributions!
"most probable values" (under the initial assumption
of Gaussian distributions), and they gave the simple 15. X2, the Mleasure of Compatibility of the Observational
well-known procedure for finding the x's which ac- Equations
complished this. If we substitute the least-squares adjusted values of

Stated in its most elementary form the procedure is the x's (which we shall designate as the x*'s) back into
to multiply each of the observational equations through the observational equations and evaluate Q, the sum
1) by a weight p, taken inversely proportional to the of the squares of the normalized residuals, we shall get
square of the o- of that equation, and 2) by the coeffi- the minimum possible value of this sum. This minimum
cient a., of xi as it occurs in that equatioin. Do this for value is called x2.
all n equations and sum the entire resulting system of [alXl* + aA2X2* + + a,x *-cIA2
equationls to form a single equation to be identified as x2 = "__ . (51)
the xi equation. Repeat the process, this time, however, L- 0-

usinlg as multipliers the coefficients, a,2, of x2 as they The expectation value of X2 is just the number of
occur in each equation. This total sum is to be identified "degrees of freedom, " n-q, of the set of observational
as the x2 equation. In this way form a set olf q equations equations, the excess of the number of equations over
in q unknowns, each equation not onily involving all q the number of unknowns, and if x2 greatly exceeds
of the unknowns but also being identified or labelled n-q it is verv likely either that systematic errors are
with one of the unknownis. These are called the "normal present or else that the magnitude of the random errors
equations" and their solution gives those values of the of the original data have been seriously underestimated.
x's which satisfy the criterion of least-squares. (For the From Fisher's x2 distribution table [89] it is easy to
elementary procedure just described to be valid, how- set the upper and lower boundary values of XI corre-
ever, it is essential that the error distributions of the sponding to 90 per cent confidence limits. The square

diSerent~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i spondingsto90titcal perpndn cent cofdec liis2hesurdifferent equations be statistically independent, but root of the quotient, XI/(n-q), gives re/ri, the ratio of
not, the case can be generalized in a matrix formulation error by external to error by internal consistency:
which is, however, considerably more cumbersome to
apply [82]-[87].) r/i=-/ /n-q.(2

So far we have restricted ourselves to Gaussian dis- re/r= VX2/(n-q) (52)
tributions only. However, Gauss himself was able to This quantity deserves a brief explanationi. We have
justify this method on a much wider base than this re- two criteria for fixing the scale of errors of the least-
striction. In 1821 he published a theory [88] which re- squares adjusted output values, an a priori or internal
places the "Axiom of Maximum Likelihood" with anl criterion and an a posteriori or external criterion. The
"Axiom of Minimum Error," or "Axiom of Maximum first of these gives an estimate of the errors to be ex-

Weight." This permitted the extenision of the principle pected in the output x's based on the estimated errors

of least-squares to include a far wider category of distri- of the experimental input data, assuming absence of
bution functions than the Gaussian. In this broader the- systematic errors. The second criterion bases its esti-
ory any statistical distribution whatever is permitted- mate of the errors in the output x's on the incompati-
rectangular-flat-topped, bimodal, or multimodal-so long bility of the overdetermined set of equations. There is no
as it possesses a finite second moment, i.e., a finite standard a priori reason why these two should agree. If the in-
deviation. Also the distributions for the different equa- compatibility of the equations greatly exceeds the
tions of observation need not be similar. Clearly the amount to be expected on the basis of the estimated
"Axiom of Maximum Likelihood" must be abandoned random errors of the input data then the presumption
as a goal if we are to deal with distributions which have of systematic error in some of the data is strong. It is a

no well-definied maxima (flat-topped distributionis) or matter of considerable interest to find ways of detecting
distributions with several maxima. Gauss showed, how- whether the rejection of some small minority of the
ever, that identically the same procedure as we have total set of equations will render the remainder much
described above (for finding the set of values of the more compatible and, if so, which ones belong to this
unknowns whose aim is to minimize the sum of the suspect minority. We wish to be clearly understood that
squares of the nlormalized residuals), in the more general such a procedure can usually scarcely do more than
case, yields output values for the unknowns to which cast susjpicion of systematic error on certain data. The
the smallest standard deviations and, therefore, the greatest existence of error can only be established with certainty
weights can be attached. Thus, in this more general case, by discovering its physical origin as, for example, im-
the goal of maximizing the weight or minimizing the pure conditions under which the experiment was per-
standard error attachable to the output values of the formed, failure to reduce the data correctly, or failure to
x's replaces the goal of finding the most probable x's. make appropriate corrections for perturbing phenomena
It is strange that now, 130 years after G;auss discovered etc. But it has been proved of great value to pin-
and enunciated this greatly broadened significance of point these suspect determinations in this way because
least-squares, the great majority of physicists still it shows where itis worthwhile looking for trouble.
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The 13 equationis of our Table I corresponding to the spectrum.24 Our final censored set of equations, with
13 linearized equations of Table IX were analyzed in the four suspects eliminated, had 3 degrees of freedom
1952 (retaining however, c, the velocity of light, as one and yielded the remarkably good x2 value of 3.25 as
of the unknowns for adjustment), and the set was found compared to the previous 52.1. The value of re/ri was
to have a value of X2. 1.041. The 90 per cent confidence interval for re/ri with

= 52.1.
3 degrees of freedom is 0.594<re/ri<2.795.
17. Cohen's Formulas for the Standard Errors of the

Since the number of degrees of freedom, n - q, was only Re.C idens and sfor theSIndirectEValus" an their
8, this inidicates a disturbing degree of incompatibility. Standard Errors
The 90 per cent lower anid upper confidence limits on
X2 for this case are 2.73 and 15.51. The probability is Cohen has derived very simple and useful formulas
less than one in a thousand that x2 would be larger than for computing the standard errors of the residues of a
26.1 entirely as a result of random error. The ratio of least-squares adjustment. These also lead to simple
errors by externial to those by internal consistency, expressions for computing what I shall call "the indirect
r,/ri, for this case equals 2.55 +0.90; in other words, value" implicit in a least-squares adjustment. Consider
one must assign errors to the adjusted output values any one of the directly-measured input quantities, CM,
2.55 times larger than the errors to be expected from the of a least-squares adjustment. It turns out that the
estimated precision of the input data in order to make least-squares adjusted output value of this same qualn-
allowance for the errors indicated by the incompati- tity can be regarded as compounded of two contribu-
bility ol the equations relative to each other. Thus it tions; onie is the direct input value, c,A, while the other is
NAas highly desirable to find, if possible, a small minoritv an effective or "indirect value" which is determined
of the 13 equations whose rejection from the set would by the combined action implicit in all of the other data.
markedly improve its x2 in an effort to locate the experi- This latter "indirect" value is the value of cM (call it
ments under suspicion of systematic errors, which latter ci) which would be deduced from a least-squares
might then be souglht for carefully. analysis from which the directly observed datum had

beeni omitted.
16. Variance A.nalysis of 1955-A Search for Systemati- Specifically Cohen has shown [92], [93] that the

cally Erroneous Data "varianice" (square of the rms deviation, a) of the
C'iffereiice, c-c,* between the directly-measured iniputThis we accomplished in 1955 by a strong-arm method i Cd
value, c,, and the least-squares adjusted output value,[90], [91], using an electronic digital computer (Data- * . . . *

tron). The number of equations was first trimmed2
from 13 to 11 and the number of unknowns from 5 to 4. aM is the variance of the input datum, and aM*2 iS the

variance of its least-squares adjusted value.
The machine then lormed (practically exhaustively) a In this same terminology the indirect value, cAi, and
great number of different possible subsets (219 in fact)

i

of these 11 equationis omitting systematically, single
equations, pairs of equations selected in all possible a,2C**-A*2C * aA*2

combinationis, triplets similarly selected, etc.23 The aM2 _2.rr*2 c, + a *2(c2 CM) (53)
machine was programmed to ring its own changes on 22M
the subsets automatically, and for each subset it per- i2 = 2 *2=(54)
formed the least-squares adjustment, determined and fA 2 -fAM*2
printed the values of the unknowns, the x2, the matrix This expression for the variance implies that the
of normal equations, and the error matrix (a term which statistical weights, p (proportional to the reciprocals
I shall explain a little later). In this way we pinned sus- o
picion of systematic error on four experiments, the
determination of the protoni magnetic moment by Bloch PM* = pAi + PM, p C/a2. (55)
and Jeffries, the Faraday determinationi using the silver If we use weights rather than variances, (53) takes
coulometer, aind two out of the three determinations of the simple form
the short wavelength limit of the continuous X-ray P

22 This labor-savin~g device was as follows. Two equations were CM * = PMCM.±PM~CM4 (56)
eliminated by treating c as an exactly known constant rather than as PM + PM4
an unknown to be determined by least-squares adjustment. This was
amply justified by the precision with which c was even then known which is merely the statement that the least-squares
and by the very weak correlation between this unknown and the aduted value is the urihtd mean of the direct input
other unknowns that had been revealed in the 1953 adjustment. The adu eit
two eliminated equations corresponded to the respective measure- value and the indirect value.
ments of c by Froome and by Bergstrand which were in excellent
agreement.

23 To minimize the labor, 1) not more than one equation of any 24 The one determination which was retained, that of Bearden
one "kind" was included inl any one subset, and 2) with this restric- and Schwarz [48], suffers from less suspicion of incompatibility with
tion all subsets were examined which overdetermined alt the un- the majority of the equations, more because of its low weight than
knowns. To just this extenlt the examination of subsets fell short of because of its close agreement with them. It also could have been
being completely exhaustive, omitted with little effect on the output values.
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TABLE X

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EVALUATION OF FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS (1952 ADJUSTMENT)

Direct Value Residue of Least-
Constant (Experimental) Indirect Value Least-Squares Solution Squares Solution

A 1.002020 ±0.000030 1.002073 ±0.000015 1.002063 ±0.000013 43 +27
NA3 6,061.79 ± 0.23 1020 6,062.90 ±0.39 6 062 .08 +0.20 48 ±19
ay (26,752.3 ±0.6) emu-' s-1 26,751.9 ±0.4 26 752.0 +0.5 -11 ±20

:Ff(1) (9,652.15 ±0.13) emu/mole 9,651.90 ±0.15 9 652 .01 ±0.10 -11 ±9
J(Ag) (9,651.29 ±0.19) emu/mole 9,652.21+±0.11 9 ,652 .01+0.10 78 ± 17

,f(BJ)' 2.79237±0.00010 2.79270±0.00005 2.79267±0.00003 109±34
A J(HST)2 2.79268 ±0.00003 2.79263 ±0.00005 2.79267 ±0.00003 -5 ± 6
0 ((FHD)3 12,370.02 ±0.63) emu cm 12,372.40 ±0.17 12 372 .23 ± 0.16 179 ±48

z (BJ\W)) (12,371.03 ±0.48) emu cm 12,372.37±0.17 12,372.23+0.16 97±39

g ((BS)' (12,370.77±1.03) emu cm 12,372.28±0.17 12 372.23+0.16 119±81

Bloch and Jeifries.
2 Hipple, Summer, and Thomas.
3 Felt, Harris, and DuMond.
4 Bearden, Johnson, and Watts.
5 Bearden and Schwarz.
6 X-ray SWL =Short wavelength limit of the continuous X-ray spectrum.

18. Application of Cohen's Formulas to Detection of cyclotron result [33], [34] does not. The systemat-
Systematic Error ic error in the latter work, as we have poin-ted out in

These simple formulas of Colhen's are of considerable Part I, was later confirmed by Trigger's [36] re-analysis
value in any critical examination of the residues of a of the experiment and by the modified experiment of
least-squares adjustment. In fact a comparison of the Collington, Dellis, Sanders, and Turberfield [35] at

directly measured input value of each constant with Oxford.
1) the indirect value of the same constant, 2) its least- The short wavelength limit data [46]-[49] are also
squares adjusted value and 3) the residue of the least- seen to be all more-or-less in significant disagreement
squares solution expressed with its rms error [(53) with the indirect data, and plausible experimental reasons
above] affords a far easier way (almost but not quite for this are adduced in Part I.
as searching) than the "strong-arm" x2 exploration A word of caution about this simplified approach for
described above for locating data suspect as to syste- finding systematically erroneous data is in order at this
matic error. point. Of the 13 items which were included in this pre-

In Table X we show the direct and indirect values, the liminary analysis we have deduced reasons to reject five.
least-squares solution, and the residues, each with their This represents a rather drastic censoring and should
rms deviations for ten of the input data of our 1952 be carried out with care. As soon as we eliminate one

least-squares adjustment.25 We see that the iodine item the values of all of the other adjusted output values
coulometer value of the Faraday [4], [5], for example, change. Hence strictly we should re-evaluate the least-
is much more consistent with the indirect value than is squares solution after each rejection in order to deter-
the silver voltameter value [3]. The difference between mine a new basis for the subsequent rejections. Further-
the iodine value and the indirect value is 53 + 26 ppm more the decision to reject a datum as discrepant might
while the silver Faraday differs from the indirect value conceivably depend on the order in which other data
by 142 ± 30 ppm. The existence of possible sources of were rejected prior to it. It is quite possible, in general,
experimental systematic error in the silver measurement that a particular experimental result is in disagreement
from possible electrolytic changes in isotopic constitu- with the indirectly determined value, not because of an

tion and other effects is discussed in Part I, and this error in the experiment itself, but because some other
physical evidence adds weight to the statistical impli- error-ridden experiment is strongly distortinlg the in-
cations. direct value. If the latter experiment were rejected

Similarly the indirect value of the proton magnetic first, the former onle might well be retained. This is
moment agrees with Sommer, Thomas, and Hipple's particularly liable to occur if the total degrees of freedom
value [32] while the original Bloch and Jeffries inverse of the system is small so that each experimental item

can contribute significantly to the over-all result. These
25 The measurements of ZXED, the fine structure splitting in deu- qualifications explain why I have referred to this method

terium, and, c, the velocity of light, have been omitted from this
table because the direct measurements of these items have so much as "almost but not quite as searching" as that of the
more weight than the indirect values that the limitations of.numerical exhaustive exploration of many subsets for their x2
accuracy in the calculation preclude a meaningful evaluation of said
indirect values and their error measures. values.
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19. Criteria Used in the Selection and Rejection of Data in this case in our 1952 anid 1955 adjustments was that
for Least-Squares Adjustment the precision of the measurement was higher than the

existing state of the theory of the experiment could
One must be especially careful not to apply the meth- handle. In particular, a correction factor in the theoreti-

od of least-squares blindly; it is not a substitute for cal expression connecting AvH with a, c, and Rx, a
careful selection of data. I have just spoken of ways of term required to correct for the finite extension of the
detecting the probable existence and location of sys- proton's magnetic dipole moment, could not be evalu-
tematically erroneous error contributors in a least- ated with sufficient accuracy in the light of existing
squares adjustment. If a sufficiently strong case for theoretical knowledge of the structure of the proton
systematic error in a given datum can be made on other at that time. (An empirical evaluation of this correction
grounids than mere incompatibility with the majority factor may soon be available however, thanks to the
of equations in a least-square set, i.e., on physical or work of Hofstadter at Stanford [98]-[104].)
cogenitly logical grounds, then I believe rejection of such In accord with the above-mentioned criteria we have
a datum is warrainted. Incompatibility with a large rejected in the present adjustments almost all of the
majority of other consistent data, if it be sufficiently historically important early experiments, including
glaring, of course mray also be defended as warranting many which were considered important as late as 1947.
rejection, but I believe in being extremely cautious in Physicists brought up on the textbook accounts of how
rejecting outlying data solely because they are outlying. such atomic constants as e, h, and m, were measured for
Fisher has said, "If you must reject data, reject those the first time in famous historically important experi-
which lie closest to the mean because they have the ments such as R. A. Millikan's oil-drop experiment
least effect on the latter!" or his studies of the photoelectric effect, Perrin's

In a least-squares adjustment any input observation Brownian motion determinations of the Avogadro num-
with sufficiently large variance (low accuracy) carries ber, or J. J. Thomson's deflection experiments on cath-
little weight (in inverse proportion to its variance) and ode rays to determine e/m, may perhaps be surprised to
hence may be omitted without seriously affecting the see how little remains of these traditional methods in
results. There is, however, a more important reason for the present high-precision evaluation. After correction
omittinig data of low weight. XVhen an experimenter for their known systematic errors, and within their esti-
design-s his experiment he must carefully consider the mated precision ranges, such early measurements are
possible presence of systematic error as well as the not inconsistent with the later, more precise results, but
presence of random error. The random error of the they are relatively so much less accurate as to carry
final result can be re(duced by duplication and repetition little weight and hence exert but small influence in the
since these errors are different in each repetition; the present adjustment, an influence which furthermore is
systematic errors on the other hand do not cancel out likely to be biased by systematic errors as we have just
but remain. Now, it is proper in an experiment to reduce explained. This rejection is not only wise, therefore,
any possible source of systematic error to a point where but it also saves a great deal of computational labor.
it may be of the order of, say, one-tenth of the random
error of observation. In this way the systematic error 20. The Least-Squares Adjustment of 1955
will be of the same order as, or smaller than, the random In the latest adjustment made by Cohen and myself,
error of the final quoted result. However, it is neither that of 1955, we have, as already mentioned, assumed
feasible nor practical to do much better than this in the the velocity of light to be an exactly known constant
suppression of systernatic error.
Thus an experiment with a quoted error which is large c = 299793.0 km sec',

compared to another similar but more precise measure- and we have rejected the four discrepant experimental
ment may well be affected with a systematic error which data, silver Faraday, Bloch and Jeffries inverse cyclo-
is large compared to the accuracy of the second experi- tron proton magnetic moment, anid the two X-ray short
ment. This systematic error would then, a fortiori, be wavelength limit measurements. The origin values and
large compared to the accuracy which might be claimed the four linearized dimensionless variables used in this
for the weighted mean of the two results. It, therefore, adjustment are shown in Table XI.
would be inappropriate to include the less precise ob- With these definitions the linearized observational
servationl in a weighted mean. equations then assume the form shown on Table XII.

Grounds for suspicion of systematic error need not The experiment which yielded each equation is given in
arise from experimental causes alone. Theoretical the last column.
sources of errors, mistakes in calculation, and other over- Note that we have used as the first input datum the
sights, are not uncommon. Also a theoretical u>ncertainty 1947 Bragg "Edict" value,15 A = 1.00202 ± 0.0003 for the
may exist as in the case of the remarkably accurate X-unit-milliangstrom conversion factor. (See discussion
measurement of AY^H, the hyperfine structure splitting of this "edict," and its bases in Part I, Section 3.) This
in hydrogen by Prodlell and Kusch [94], accurate to is because ourdiscovery of the insecure bases upon which
0.2 ppm. (For a discussion see [95]-[97].) The trouble this value rests (Tyren's determination with no correc-
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TABLE XI predict that the effect on the entire adjustment, there-

The system of seven equations in four unknowns which is ob- fore, cannot be significantly large.
tained when we exclude those data which appear to be discordant The four normal equations in the four unknowns are
with the remainder of our data is given below. As has been mentioned formed from the observational equations by the pre-
above we assume the velocity of light to be an exact constant in this
analysis, its value being scription already described. These appear at the bottom

c = 299793.0 km sec-1. of Table XII, and you note that each normal equation,
beside involving all four unknowns, is labelled with one

(The actual standard deviation to be assigned to this number is .
i

±0.3 km sec-1, but this error has a negligible effect on the numerical of the unikniowns, a different one for each normal equa-
results of the least-squtares analysis.) tion. You also note that the coefficients of the niormal

The origin values and the linlearized variables are taken to be: equations form a matrix symmetric about its major
a - 1o0 diagonal in which each element is labelled with a pair

ao of the unknowns. The solution of this set of normal
e1- e 4 2 -10 esu,

equations for the xi's gives the least-squares adjusted
X.) -*- 105o eO = 4.802200 - 10-1 s

eo , values of these variables. But this is not all; the inverse
N- NTo of the matrix formed by the coefficients of the normal

X3 ----105 NO = 0.6025000.1024 mole1, equations is the error (or variance) matrix, also sym-
N0

A-Ao metric, and containing all the important information
.X=----105 Ao=1.0020200. needed to compute the error measures of the output

Ao values.

TABLE XII

With these definitions the observational equations become:

Weight Experimental Source

x = 0.0 0.11, A = 1.00202 + 0.00003

xI +-X4 = 3.5 0.07, NA3 (Birge's average)

xI = 4.0 4.92, Fine structure splitting in deuterium

3x1-X = - 22.3 0.19, Gyromagnetic ratio of proton

X2 + X3 - 11 . 1 0.58, Iodine faraday, electrochemistry

-3x, + 2x2 + X3 = 13.5 0.83, Magnetic moment of proton (omegatron)
- XI + X2 - 4= - 5.6 0.015, Short wavelength limit (low voltage)

The normal equationis are formed according to the usual rules; they are

(a) 14.115x, - 5.565x2 - 2.490x3 + 0.015X4 = - 15.162
(e) -5.565x, + 4.105x2 + 2.240x3 - 0.015x4 = 29.201
(N) -2.490xl + 2.240x2 + 1.480x3 + 0.2 tOx4 = - 17.888
(A) 0.015xi - 0.015x2 + 0.21Ox3 + 0.755x4 = 0.819.

tion for Lamb shift) came subsequent to our making Table XIII shows the normal equations and the
this adjustment. inverse matrix or error matrix whose diagonal elements

I should also point out that three of these equa- are proportional to the variances of the four output
tions, the third, fourth, and sixth, have numerical con- values and whose off-diagonal elements are proportional
stants suffering from a slight systematic bias of about to the covariances connecting each possible pair of
14.2 ppm. This results from a computational error different output values. Each element, dij, of this
committed by Karplus and Kroll [43] in the derivation inverse matrix is given by the minor of the correspond-
of the fourth-order quantum-electrodynamic correction ing element, bij, of the determinant of the normal
term in the theoretical formula for li/,uo, the anomalous equation matrix divided by the determinant itself.
ratio of the electron magnetic moment to the Bohr The single constant of proportionality relating this
magneton, an error recently discovered and pointed inverse matrix to the covariance matrix may be chosen
out by Petermann [72] [see Section 11(a)] and verified either so that the variances and covariances reflect 1)
by Karplus and by Sommerfield. Because of this, the the a priori estimated errors (those based on "internal"
numeric 4.0 should be changed to 2.6, the numeric consistency, i.e., the errors assigned to the input data),
-2.3 should be changed to -3.7, and the numeric 13.5 or 2) the a posteriori estimated errors (those based on
should be changed tol14.9. The changes correspond re- "external" consistency, i.e., on the degree of mutual
spectively to only about 3.2, 0.6, and 0.4 of a standard de- incompatibility of the observationlal equations). In the
viation of the respective input quantities, and we can first case one merely multiplies all the elements of the
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TABLE XIII

The normal equations are formed according to the usual rules; they are

(a) 14.1 15x - 5.565x2 - 2.490x3 + 0.015x4 = - 15.162

(e) -5.565x, + 4.105.X2 + 2.240x3 - 0.015x4 = 29.201
l(N) -2.490x1 + 2.240x2 + 1.480x3 + 0.210.x4 = 17.888
(A) 0.Ol5x - 0.015x.2 + 0.210x3 + 0.755X4 = 0.819.

It should be noted here that the normal equationis are to be formed directly from the coefficients of the quadratic form, Q, and that no
simplification or cancellation should be made in the equations. This is because the coefficients of the normal equatiolns have a significance
which is not limited to the determination of the values of the xi. An alteration in the equations which would not alter the solution (such as
the cancellation of a com-limon factor in one of the equations, or even the reordering of the equations in the set) can destroy the identifications
of the coefficients of the normal equations as the weight matrix of the solution.

The error (or variance) matrix of the soltution is the inverse of the matrix of the coefficients of the normal equiations. Hence the error matrix
is

f 0.1989 -0.5760 0.5603 0.1633 a

0.5760 3.4478 -4.4319 1.2898 e

I-0.5603 -4.4319 6.7167 -1.9452 N
l 0.1633 1.2898 -1.9452 1.8879 A.

a e N A

TABLE XIV TABLE XV
COVARIANCE MATRIX (1955 ADJUSTMENT)

The solution for the variables is

fXI = 3.92 Elements of the matrix are in units of (relative parts per million)2
x2= 13.72 h A N F
X3 = -2.37- e m h a A N F

x4 = 1.94. e 374 560 685 62 140 -480 -107
m 560 940 1057 60 226 -778 -218

The valtue of x2 for this soluttion is h 685 1057 1246 103 262 -899 -216
2 3.25. a 62 60 103 22 18 -61 2
=3.25. A 140 226 262 18 204 -211 -71

This is to be compared to the value 52.1 which was obtained in N -480 -778 -899 -61 -211 726 246
the preliminary adjustrnenit. The major change in the variables F _107 -218 -216 2 -71 246 141
caused by the deletion of those data suspected of systematic error is
an increase in X3 of 2.23 and an attendant decrease in X4 of 2.35; this
corresponds to a change in Avogadro's number N of 22.3 ppm and a TABLE XVI
change in the conversiorn factor A of -23.5 ppm. CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS (1955 ADJUSTMENT)

The value of x2 can be expressed equivalently in terms of the ratio
of external to internal consistency.

__ ~ ~~~ ~~em h ae A N F
r,_ri_ = __/X2/(n_-_q) = 1.041.

e 1.00 0.95 0.99. 0.70 0.51 -0.92 -0.47
m 0.95 1.00 0.97 0.43 0.52 -0.94 -0.60
h 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.63 0.52 -0.94 -0.51

inverse matrix by the single constant, C, in the relation a 0.70 0.43 0.63 1.00 0.27 -0.48 0.03
which was chosen between the weights and the recipro- A 0.519 052 0.52 -0.2718 -0.551.0 -0.42
cals of the variances of the input data, i.e., the relation F -0.47 -0.60 -0.51 0.03 -0.42 0.77 1.00

pH = CIa,,2. diagonal. The variances of each of the quantities, e, m, h,

In the second case we expand this scale of variance etc., are the numbers on the major diagonal, and they
magnitudes by the multiplying factor are estimates of the o2'S, i.e., the mean-square deviations

I/ (n q). from the mean, of the error distributions attributed to
x /(n-q) each of these output quantities. The off-diagonal terms,

In the present case the two criteria coincide in giving called the covariances, give the mean values of the
essentially the same output errors. product of the random errors in each pair of quantities.

Table XIV shows the least-squares adjusted values Thus, if fe and ea are individual errors selected at ran-
of the x's obtained by solution of the normal equations dom from the joint error distribution of these two varia-
and also the value of x2 obtained by resubstituting bles,-the mean product, (eE\a), averaged over the joint
these adjusted values into the observational equations distribution is seen from this table to be 62 (ppm2). That
and summing the squares of the normalized residues. this mean value does not vanish results from the fact
As can be seen, the ratio of errors by external to those (which generally is true of the output values of any
by internal consistency is very close to unity in the least-squares adjustment) that these output values are
present case. not statistically completely independent quantities; onl

Table XV shows the covariance matrix of the 1955 the contrary, they are statistically correlated, that is to
adjustment which, like the normal and inverse matrices, say, the free selection at random of a value from the sta-
has, as you see, elements symmetric about the major tistical error distribution of one of the quantities biases
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our freedom of selection of values from the error dis- which the function depends, as one is accustomed to
tributions of the others. do when the variables are statistically independent.

If we divide any covariance, vij, in the table by the We must also take into account cross-product terms
standard deviations, ai and aj, of its two variables, the whose importance and algebraic signs depend on the
quotient gives the correlation coefficient, rij, connecting correlation coefficients between pairs of quantities. To
those two variables. rij can assume only values between each output value, xi, of the least-squares adjustment
-1 and +1. These concepts of statistical correlation, there corresponds a standard deviation, oi, and a vari-
since they are somewhat unfamiliar to many physicists, ance v-=o2, and to each pair of output values (xi, xj)
call for a few words of explanation. (See Table XVI.) there corresponds a covariance vij=rijaiaj, the entire

set of these forming the covariance matrix. In general
21. Correlation Coefficients, Covariances, and the General- all these quantities are needed to compute propagated

ized Formula of Error Propagation errors.

Each quantity subject to random or accidental error To compute the standard error, of, in a function,
(frequently called a "random variable") may con- f(xl, x2, X3), of say three of the variables, we must use
veniently be thought of as a sample taken at random the generalized formula of error propagation:
from a "universe" of values which group themselves 7f2 =a22 2+ a320f32
around a mean value according to some frequency law.
For each such random variable, xi, one is to think then + 2rl2aia20'102 + 2r13aia3a-1o- + 2r23a2a3o2of3
of the implied universe of values from which it is selected. In this formula the as's are the partial derivatives,
This universe may be described by giving some of its af/axi, of the function, f. The first three terms will be
parameters. Thus, if the universe is known to be Gauss- recognized as the familiar terms of error propagation
ian, for example, then prescription of its first and second for statistically independent variables. The last three,
moments, i.e., its mean value, Ai, and its variance, a the cross-product terms, are the new ones required by
are sufficient. the existence of correlation between the x's, and they
Two such random quantities are observationally in- may either increase or diminish o,2 since both the ai's and

dependent if the random selection of a sample value the rij's may be either positive or negative. This
from one universe in no wise affects or biases the free formula may also be more simply written in terms of
selection of a sample from the other universe. If, for the covariances vij= r,juoiaj as
example, the two variables are connected by a strict
functional relationship, so that the value of either one is -f=i2ff2 + a22LT22 + a32a32
uniquely determined by that of the other, the variables + 2vi2aia2 + 2Vi3ala3 + 2v23a2a3,
are completely correlated and the correlation coefficient
has absolute value unity. (It may be +1 or -1 depend- o g s as
ing on whether an increase in one quantity corresponds ¢f Z ZE vijoj.
to an increase or a decrease in the other.) On the other
hand, if one of the two random variables is a function A simple, in fact almost trivial, example will serve to
of the other and also of still other completely independent illustrate the need for this generalized formula of errors.
random variables, then these two will be partially but Consider an imprecisely known quantity, x, with stand-
not completely correlated, and the correlation co- ard deviation +a. What is the standard deviation of
efficient connecting them will have a value somewhere the following simple function of x, namely y = x+x= 2x?
between -1 and + 1. In general, if we have a set of The familiar square-root-of-sum-of-squares rule for in-
statistically independent random variables, y, then a dependent variables, if applied to x+x as though the
second set of variables, xi, obtained by linear transfor- two x's were statistically independent, would give us
mation on the y, a = V/u2+UX2 = \/2 Tx. But clearly the standard devi-

ation of 2x is 2ax not V2\cru. This paradox is resolved
Xt= E~ .;Yyt when we apply the above generalized formula remem-

bering that the correlation coefficient between the two
will not be statistically independent since a given onie identical x's is clearly unity. The generalized formula
of the variables, y,, and hence a given source of error, with its required cross-product term gives
is present in more than one of the variables, xs. This -X 2+ aa+ax=2¢
situation exists in a least-squares adjustment. =V-2+2xz+o2=2~

It follows from these facts that use must be made of which clearly yields the correct result.
all of the elements of the error matrix of a least-squares From our chosen origin values and the least-squares
adjustment if we are to compute the error estimates adjusted values of the four x's, which you recall were
(standard deviations) of functions depending on the the relative deviations in parts per hundred thousand
output values of that least-squares adjustment. It is from the origin values, we now readily compute the
not enough simply to combine the squares of the stand- values of the primitive unknowns. These results are
ard deviations of those correlated output values upon shown in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII
ORIGIN VALIJES, LINEARIZED UNKNOWNS AND LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTED PRIMITIVE VARIABLES OF 1955 ADJUSTMENT

Origin Values Linearized Unknowns Least-Squares Adjusted Values of x's

ao=0.007297000 Xi=L[(a-ao)/aol 105 xI*= 3.92
eo=4.802200 10-10 esu x2=[(e-eo)/eo] 105 x*= 13.72
No=0.6025000 1024 mole-' X=[(N-No)/NoI 105 x3*= 2.37
A0= 1.0020200 X4 =[(A-Ao)/Ao] 105 X4*= 1.94

Resulting Least-Squares Adjusted Values of the Primitive Variables

a* = (7 29729± 0. 00003) 10-3; e* = (4.80286 ± 0. 00009) I0-1° esu
N*=(6.02486±0.00016) 1023 mole-'; A* =1.002039±0.000014

22. Results of the 1955 Adjustment and Comparison with when new experimental information has become avail-
Earlier Adjustments able, to be prepared to revise these and perhaps even

to revise them somewhat beyond the standard deviation
By combining these four adjusted values with the list ranges we have computed here since there is the ever-

of auxiliary constants, such as R., c, certaini simple present possibilitv of systematic error in the data. The
atomic masses, etc. (the list, in fact, given in Table I), only test we (or anyone else) can have indicative of the
it becomes a simple matter to compute an impressive possible presence of systematic error at any given time,
array of useful constants and conversion factors of is the compatibility of the equations. Our present 1955
physics and chemistry. Such a list of derived values, data are not as overdetermined as one could wish (seven
even though incomplete, easily fills five pages. equations of observation in four unknowns), and there
On examining these tables some readers of this paper, is not only always the possibility of two or more system-

accustomed to the mks system of units, may be disap- atic errors partially or wholly concealing each other;
pointed to discover that our table of output values is there is also the possibility of systematic error in some of
not expressed in these units, but in the cgs system. All the auxiliary constants for which no test of compatibil-
the disciplines of physics and chemistry meet and are ity may be available. Thus, while we all have faith that
represented in the study of the fundamental constants, there are constants in nature, we must honestly admit
and the truth is that the mks system has not been that our knowledge of the "best" values of these con-
adopted generally in all these domains. The Rydberg stants at any one time (i.e., those most representative of
constant in reciprocal meters or the rest-mass of the the consensus of information at that epoch), is something
electron in kilograms would seem strange to say the which requires continual revision, great alertness, and de-
least. One hesitates to express the normal mole volume votion and willingness to make changes on the part of
of an ideal gas in cubic meters per kilogram molecule. those who take responsibility for distilling these values
Kilogram-molecule units for the gas constant, the from the experimental data. Fortunately the situation,
Avogadro number, or the Faraday constant, would seem as can be seen from Table XVIII, seems to have become
equally unfamiliar and likely to be misunderstood. The more and more stable since about 1941, so that now
mks system is primarily an engineering system whose the fluctuations in the "best" values of anly given ad-
primary utility lies in the field of electrical engineering justment, relative to those of the previous adjustment
and classical electromagnetic theory. We have retained a few years earlier, tend to stay pretty satisfactorily
the cgs units because of their wide use in all fields of within the range of stanidard deviation, not only of the
physics and chemistry. It is a very simple matter of previous adjustment but also of all prior adjustments,
course to convert from the cgs to the mks system. Per- at least back to 1941. Furthermore, this stability has
haps in our next adjustment Cohen and I may give been accompanied with very great progress in narrowing
such of the constants as are of particular interest to down the ranges of standard deviation. The next two
those who prefer mks units in terms of both systems so figures show this history graphically for five well-known
everyone will be happy. At present we are concerned conistants.
with much more vital questions. In order to iniclude the wild early fluctuations before
The great majority of the constants and conversion 1941, Fig. 18 is plotted to a much coarser scale than the

factors which we havre computed and tabulated for your next, a 1 per cent fluctuation being shown by the line
use have error measures (relative standard deviations) segment terminated with arrows.
of the order of a few parts per hundred thousand. As far Fig. 19 shows the fluctuations in the same constants
as our overdetermined set of input data, the best avail- beginning only from 1939 onward, but depicts these to
able in 1955, can tell us, these are the "best" values of about five times larger scale than Fig. 18, a 0.1 per cent
the constants and the uncertainties with which we knew fluctuation being indicated by the line segment termi-
them as of that year. At any one epoch of time this is nated by arrows. The marked improvement in precision
the best that can be done. But experience teaches us, and stability with time is fairly evident.
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TABLE XVIII
PROGRESS OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF SIX CONSTANTS FROM 1929 TO 1955

(N given on physical scale of atomic weights-powers of 10 and units omitted)

N e m h (a')- c

Birge, 1929 6.066 ±0.006 4.770 ±0.005 9.035l ±0.010 6.547 ±0.008 137.29 ±0.11 2.99796 ±0.00004
Birge, 1932 4.769 ±0.004 9.032 ±0.009 6.5443 ±0.0091 137.307 ±0.048 2.99796 ±0.00004
Dunnington,

1939 4.8025 ±0.0004 9.1073 ±0.0014 6.621 ±0.003 2.99776 ±0.00015
Birge, 1941 6.0245 ±0.0011 4.8025 ±0.0010 9.1066 ±0.0032 6.624 ±0.002 137.030 ±0.016 2.99776 ±0.00004
Birge, 1944 6.02502 ±0.00043 4.8021 ±0.0006
D & C, 1947 6.0257 ±0.0004 4.8024 ±0.0005 9.1055 ±0.0012 6.6237 ±0.0011 137.027 ±0.007 2.99776 ±0.00004
D &C,21950 6.02544 ±0.00011 4.80223 ±0.00007 9.10721 ±0.00025 6.62377 ±0.00018 137.0429 ±0.0009 2.997902 ±0.000009
D&C, 1952 6.02472±0.00036 4.80288±0.00021 9.1085 ±0.0006 6.6252 ±0.0005 137.0377±0.0016 2.997929±0.000008
D & C, 1955 6.02486±0.00014 4.80286±0.00009 9.1083 ±0.0003 6.62517±0.00023 137.0373±0.0004 2.997930±0.000003

l This is the so-called "spectroscopic" value. The "deflection" value was 8.994 ±0.014. See Part I, Section 2, for explanatioin of these terms.
2 The original 1950 values were tabulated with an undetermined "F correction" attached to each one because the magnitude of the Bethe-

Longmire correction term for finite nuclear size (in the formula for computing a from the hydrogen hyperfine structure measurement of
Prodell and Kusch) was not then well known. The subsequent work of Triebwasser, Dayhoff, and Lamb, giving cz from their finie structure
measurement in deuterium, removed some of the uncertainty and indicated need for a r correction to the 1950 values of 86.2 ±0.9 ppm. The
values tabulated above are the 1950 values after making this correction.

______ e, ,_,___ ! _ i Ih! e

Fig. 18-History of our knowledge of five well-known constants Fig. 19-History of our knowledge of five well-known constants
since 1929. A I per cent fluctuation is shown by the line seg- since 1939.The fluctuations are here shown to five times larger
ment terminated with arrows. scale than in Fig. 18. A 0.1 per cent fluctuation is shown by the

line segment terminated with arrows.

23. Discussion of "Weak Spots" Calling for Further Im- sources of systematic error uncovered which call for a re-
provement vision. Each re-evaluation shown in this figure was

From these figures one might get the impression that called for by at least one and more often several impor-
we aim to redetermine the constants every three or four tant new elements of information entering the picture.
years as a matter of routine, just because a certain This raises the interesting question of when the next ad-
time has elapsed since the last adjustment. Nothing justment will be called for. Already some small errors
could be farther from the truth! There is obviously no of various kinds in the input data of the 1955 adjust-
point in a re-evaluation unless new data have been ob- ment have been either definitely spotted or rendered
tained, or new theoretical ideas developed, or new highly probable, and research work to improve our
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knowledge in these weak spots is under way. With 3) I have already alluded to the discovery of an
several of these redeterminations still unfinished I feel, error in the original theoretical calculation of Karplus
however, that it would be premature to make an ad- and Kroll [43] of the anomaly ratio, A,jAO, of the elec-
justment now. It seems likely some of the redetermina- tron magnetic moment to the Bohr magneton. The re-
tions now in progress will yield clear answers a year or calculation by Petermann [72] has been independently
two from now, and I think we should wait for these. It verified by Sommerfield and also by Kroll with com-
seems unlikely that any of these improvements will shift plete agreement. This increase of 14.3 ppm in ie/hAo is
our present 1955 values by large amounts compared to estimated to produce the following changes in seven of
their present estimated standard deviations. I shall now the constants of our 1955 adjustment, if no other modi-
list briefly, for your information, these various "weak fication in that adjustment were made (see Table XX).
spots" in the data. 4) As already pointed out in Part II, Section 12, work

1) An extremely painstaking precision redetermina- of increased precision by Bergstrand and by Froome
tion of the Faraday using the iodine coulometer is under [74], [75], subsequent to our 1955 adjustment, has led
way at the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research to still better agreement and an even more precise value
by Dr. Maclnnes assisted by Dr. Pray. The iodine cou- of the velocity of light so that this should now probably
lometer, it is claimed, affords an internal check on the be taken at c=299792.7+0.2 km sec-', about 1 ppm
purity of the reaction (as explained in Part I, Section 2) lower than we had used. I am told that the National
in a more satisfac-tory fashion than does the silver Bureau of Standards also plans further work on this
coulometer. Also, since iodine unlike silver is an iso- most important of all the constants.
topically pure substance, it is hoped to avoid some of the 5) The remarkable experimental determination of the
uncertainty present with the silver voltameter because hyperfine structure shift in hydrogen by Prodell and
of possible variations in isotopic abundance (and hence Kusch to 0.2 ppm would, when combined with R:o and
in mean atomic weight) occasioned in the electrolysis c, yield the most accurate source of information pres-
itself. Silver on the contrary has two isotopes in nearly ently available on the centrally important Sommerfield
equal abundance, the most favorable proportion for a fine structure constant, ax, if only we knew how to com-
shift in the mean atomic weight. Electrochemists at the pute with required precision certain correction terms
National Bureau of Standards are working on this prob- to take into account the finite extension of the nuclear
lem too, I am told, using a perchlorate-silver voltameter, (proton) charge and magnetic dipole distributions. Some
in a new way, by measuring the silver-plated off at the precious information on the "size" of these nuclear ex-
cathode instead of weighing the silver deposited at the tended fields has become available recently from the
anode (since this may contain an indeterminate amount remarkable high-energy electron scattering experiments
of foreign matter other than silver called "inclusions"), at Stanford by Hofstadter, but unfortunately they do
They hope also to be able to obtain a sufficiently precise not yet seem to measure precisely what the theoreti-
mass spectroscopic analysis of the silver they use to es-

tablish its mean-atomic weight with higher precision TABLE XIX
than heretofore. CHANGES (IN PPM) TO BE EXPECTED IN EIGHT IMPORTANT OUTPUT

2) The conversiorn constant, X/X8, from X units to VALUES FOR EACH PPM CHANGE IN THE INPUT VALUE OF X,/XA
milliangstrom units, which furnishes us with one of our

most important data to bridge the gap between our

macroscopic scale of lengths and those of atomic magni- 0.14 0.22 0.28 0.02 0.21 -0.21 -0.07 -0.08

tudes, is seriously in need of re-examination. The 1940 (The last item is the voltage-wavelength conversion factor.)
determination of this constant by Tyren in Sweden (as
explained in Part I, Section 3), took no account of the
then unknown Lamb shift in computing Tyren's cali- TABLE XX
bration spark-line wavelengths, and the details of this CHANGES (IN PPM) TO BE EXPECTED IN SEVEN IMPORTANT OUTPUT

VALUES FOR A 14.3-PPM CHANGE IN THE ELECTRON
work seem now to have been lost so that the correction MAGNETIC MOMENT ANOMALY RATIO, ALe/Mo
can no longer be made without repeating the experi-
ment. Kirkpatrick, at the University of Wisconsin, is e m h | A N F
presently at work on such a repetition, using the 21-foot -27.0 -12.2 -40.0 -14.0 -7.6 26.3 -1.0
concave grating-vacuum spectrometer of Prof. Mack.
I am recently informed that Bearden, of Johns Hopkins, Corrected values after making 14.2-ppm change in lMe/MO
also has plans for a redetermination of X0/X8, using plane e=4.80273X10-'° esu
gratinlgs with a crystal monochromator, in order to hm629.108X10-27 eg/e
eliminate the Xg2 component of the ca doublet. Better in- a7.29719xlo-3
formation on this constant is badly needed. Table XIX a'!,137.0391
shows the changes to be expected in eight important N=6.02502X10"3 (g mole)-' (physical atomic weight)

ouptvalues for each ppm change which may turn out F-=62.18936mu10" esu (gole)'(phy(° sical atomic weight)
to be required in XW/Xs
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cians need to know for the above-mentioned correction, ducibility consistent with the most highly developed
in particular the part played by the virtual meson field and precise measuring technique available at the time.
in perturbing the electric and magnetic interaction be- The moment physicists learned to compare lengths by
tween the electron and proton in hydrogen. means of light waves, with precision and reproducibility

This completes my present list of the "weak spots" to superior to the definition of the meter in terms of the
which I referred. two scratches on the meter bar at Sevres, it became

desirable to redefine the meter in terms of wavelengths
24. Has the Time Arrived to Replace Our Present Arbi- ofsomejudicu che setr ine. of core,nthe

trarily Defined Standards by Some Rational System
o oejdcosycoe pcrlln.O ore h

trarilyDefine Standrds bySome RtionalSystem standard was redefined so as to be consistent with the
Based on the Universal Constants? old meter, but its precision was sharpened inside the un-

When the science of physics was in its infancy, arbi- certainty limits of the old definition. Similarly, now that
trary units were chosen, such as the kilogram, the meter, we know of spectral lines which we can excite so as to
and the second. Standards, together with techniques for be much more sharply defined and reproducible than the
their reproduction and comparison with other second- red cadmium line, we desire to abandon the old defini-
ary standards, etc., were set up to maintain these units. tion and redefine our unit more sharply still; but, of
Although the original motivation was commercial as course, always so that we are not inconsistent with our
well as purely scientific, no science of physical measure- previous.definition. All this seems to me to be such obvi-
ment could have been developed without this step. One ous common sense as hardly to require any defense.
of the important fruits of physical research has been the Now, as I have just shown, most of the universal
discovery that nature herself has fundamental units physical constants, e, m, h, c, etc., together with a multi-
such as the charge on the electron, the rest-mass of the tude of other constant quantities which can be expressed
electron, Planck's constant of action, and the speed of as functions of these, are only known at present in terms
light. of our arbitrarily defined physical units with an ac-
The thought lies close at hand that since nature sup- curacy of a few parts in 101. Our present arbitrarily

plies us with such reliable and invariable units in the defined units are, on the other hand, known and repro-
form of the universal constants, it might be well to ducible, with considerably more accuracy than this. The
abandon the earlier and more arbitrary artificial units meter, defined in terms of the red cadmium line, is re-
completely. This, however, does not seem to me to be producible to a part in 108, and the new proposed defi-
advisable, at least for a long time to come. Of primary nition in terms of krypton will improve upon this de-
importance, before all else, in adopting a new fundamen- cidedly.
tal unit or standard of measurement is the precision and The second is now defined, as of the October, 1954
reproducibility with which it can be compared with Tenth General Conference on Weights and Measures at
other physical magnitudes of the same dimensionality. Paris, France, as the fraction, 1/31,556,925.975, of the
Closely-related practical considerations in the choice of tropical year 1900; that is to say, to a precision of order
a suitable standard are convenience of maintenance with 1 in 1010. The caesium clock of Essen and Parry at
very high stability, ease of making copies to high pre- Teddington, England, actually achieves this order of
cision to serve as secondary standards, and ease of form- accuracy, maintaining a time standard in terms of the
ing subunits and multiples with accurately determin- measured frequency for the caesium atom of the central
able very small and very large ratios to the primary line of the hyperfine Zeeman pattern extrapolated to
unit or standard. In all this, highest precision is the zero field, namely vPo= 9,192,631,830 + 10 cps. The ad-
guiding and all-important principle. The primary unit vantage of an atomic time standard over the astronomi-
or standard of a physical quantity must clearly be cal one is that the latter only permits the unit of time
defined in such a way as to have a precision and repro- to be determined after a lapse of several years, if highest

TABLE XXI
AUXILIARY CONSTANTS

Rydberg wave number for infinite mass Atomic mass of neutron (physical scale)
R. = 109737.309 ± 0.012 cmII n = 1.008982 ± 0.000003

Rydberg wave numbers for the light nuclei Atomic mass of hydrogen (physical scale)
RH = 109677.576 ± 0.012 cm-l H = 1.008142 ± 0.000003
RD = 109707.419 ± 0.012 cm'l Atomic mass ratio of hydrogen to proton

R11e3 = 109717.345 ± 0.012 cm-1 H/M1, = 1.00054461 (Computed using atomic mass of electron
RHfe4 = 109722.267 ± 0.012 cm-l Nm = 0.00054875)

Velocity of light Atomic mass of the proton (physical scale)
c = 299793.0 ± 0.3 km sec'l MP = 1.007593 ± 0.000003
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TABLE XXI Cont'd

Atomic mass of deuteriLm (physical scale) Correction factor A,e//.o for anomalous magnetic moment of electron

D = 2.014735 ± 0.000006 e/o = (1 + a/27r - 2.973a2/r2) = 1.0011453

Atomic mass ratio of deuterium to deuteron (Computed using the value /la = 137.04)

D/Md = 1.00027244 (Computed using atomic mass of electron, Gas constanit per mole (physical scale)
Nm = 0.00()054875) (Phy-sical scale) Ro = (8.31696 ± 0.00034) X 107 erg mole-' deg-'

Ratio of electron magnietic moment to proton magnetic mometnt of
Koenig, Prodell and Kusch without diamagnetic correction Stanidard volumlle of a perfect gas (physical scale)

[Mpl/(Nm,s') ](1 + a/27r - 2.973a2/hr2) = 658.2288 ± 0.0004 Vo = 22420.7 ± 0.6 cm3 atmos mole-'

TABLE XXII
LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTED OUTPUT VALUES

(The quantity following each ± sign is the standard error. Attention is called to the fact that the quantities in this table are "observationally
correlated" so that in the computation of the error measures of derived values dependent on two or more of the values in this table the error matrix
of Table X V must be used.)

Avogadro's constant (physical scale) Ratio of mass of hydrogen to mass of protonl1

N = (6.02486 ± 0.00016) X 1023 (g mole)-1 H/MNm 1

Loschmidt's constant (physical scale) HI 2

Lo = N/Vo = (2.68719 ± 0.00010) X 1019 cm-3 = 1.000544613 ± 0.000000006

Electronic charge Atomic imiass of proton (physical scale)

ilIp = H - Nm = 1.007593 ± 0.000003
e = (4.80286 ± 0.00009) X 10-no esu

eI = e/c = (1.60206 ± 0.00003) X 10-20 emu
Mp/(Nm) = 1836.12 ± 0.02

Electron rest mass Reduced mass of electron in hydrogen atom
m = (9.1083 ± 0.0003) X 10-2f g

I, = mlpI/H = (9.1034 ± 0.0003) X 10-21 g
Proton rest mass .Schr6dinger constant for a fixed nucleus

mp = Mp/N = (1.67239 ± 0.00004) X 10-24 g 2m/h2 = (1.63836 ± 0.00007) X 1027 erg-' cm-2

Neutron rest mass Schr6dinger constant for the hydrogen atom

Mn= n/IN (1.67470 ± 0.00004) X 10-24 g 2y/h2 = (1.63748 ± 0.00007) X 1027 erg-' cm-2

Planck's constant First Bohr radius

h = (6.62517 ± 0.00023) X 10-27 erg sec ao = t2/(me2)= a/(47rROO)
h = h/27r (1.05443 ± 0.00004) X 10-27 erg sec = (5.29172 ± 0.00002) X 10-9 cm

RadiLus of electron orbit in normal HI, referred to center of lmass
Conversion factor from Sieghahn X units to milliangstroms a0 o1-a)! 5295 .00)0sc

ao / = ao( - a2) 1/2 = (5.29158 ± 0.00002)t0-9 cm
/-1.002039 ± 0.000014-

Separation of proton and electron in normal H'
Faraday constant (physical scale) ao"a=ao'R0,/Ru = (5.29446 ± 0.00002) X 10-9 cm

F = Ne = (2.89366 ± 0.00003) X 1014 esu (g mole)-' Compton wavelength of the electron
F' = Ne/c = (9652.19 ± 0.11) emu (g mole)-' Xce = h/(mc) = a2/(2Ro,) = (24.2626 ± 0.0002) X 10-11 cm

Charge-to-mass ratio of the electron =X¢6 X,/(2ir) = (3.86151 ± 0.00004) X 10-11 cm

e/m (5.27305 ± 0.00007) X 1017 esu gm-' Compton wavelength of the proton
e'/m = e/(mc) = (1.75890 ± 0.00002) X 107 emu gm- Xc, l/(mpc) = (13.2141 -4- 0.0002) X 10-14 cm

Ratio h/e X,P X,p/(27r) = (2.10308 ± 0.00003) X 10-14 cm

Ih/e = (1.37942 ± 0.00002) X 10-17 erg sec (esu)'- Compton wavelength of the neuitron

Fine structure constant
X = h/(m0c) = (13.1959 + 0.0002) X 10-14 cm

a = e2/Qtc=(7.2979 ± 0.0003) >K 10~Xcf = Xcn/(2ir) = (2.10019 ± 0.00003) X 10-"4 cm
1/ax = 137.0373 ± 0.0006 Classical electron radius

ca/2ir=(1.161398 ± 0.000005) X< i°- rO = e2/(mc2) = oa3/(4irR,O)
aX2 = (5.32504 ± 0.00005) X io-' = (2.81785 ± 0.00004) X 10"1 cm

1 -(1 - l) 1/2 = (0.266252 ± 0.000002) X< to-i rO' = (7.94030 ± 0.00021) X 10-2 cm

Atomic mass of the electron (physical scale) 1 The binding energy of the electron in the hydrogen atom has
been included in the quantity. The mass of the electron when found

Nm = (5.48763 ± 0.00006) X 10-4 in the hydrogen atom is not m, but more correctly m(l - 1a2+ .***),
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TABLE XXII Cont'd

Thomson cross section Gyromagnetic ratio of the proton (corrected)
(8/3)7rro2 = (6.65205 ± 0.00018) X 10-25 cm2 = (2.67530 ± 0.00004) X 104 radians sec-1 gauss-'

Fine structure doublet separation in hydrogen Mtultiplier of (Cturie constant)'/2 to give magnetic momenit per ilmole-

AEI- (/16)RHa2[1 + ca/r + (5/8 - 5.946/br2)cx2] cule
- 0.365871 ± 0.000003 cm' (3k/N)112 = (2.62178 ± 0.00010) X 10t-2 (erg mol de--') "2
= 10968.56 ± 0.10 mc sec-I Mass-energy conversion factors

Fine structure separation in deuterium Ig = (5.61000 ± 0.00011) X 1021 mev

AED = AEHRDI/RH = 0.365970 ± 0.000003 cm-' 1 electron mass = 0.510976 ± 0.000007 mev

= 10971.54 ± 0.10 mc sec-' 1 atomic mass unit = 931.141 ± 0.010 mev
1 proton mass = 938.211 ± 0.010 mev

Zeeman displacement per gauss
1 neutron mass = 939.505 ± 0.010 mev

(e/mc)/(4irc) = (4.66885 ± 0.00006) X 10-5 cm-' gauss-n
Qutantumn energy conversion factors

Boltzmann's constant 1 ev = (1.60206 ± 0.00003) X 10-12 erg
k = Ro/N = (1.38044 + 0.00007) X 10-16 erg deg-1

t e1 = (1.618 ± 0.00007) X 1056 erg

k = (8.6167 ± 0.0004) X 10-5 ev deg-'
Elio = lXc = (1.98618 + 0.00007) X 10-16 erg cm

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~EXg= (12397.67 +0.22) X 10-8 ev cm
I/k = 11605.4 ± 0.5 deg ev1 EX, = 12372.44

±
0.16 kv x units

First radiation constant E/v = (6.62517 ± 0.00023) X 10-27 erg sec

ci = 8wrhc = (4.9918 ± 0.0002) X 10-15 erg cmi E/l = (4.13541 ± 0.00097) X 10-15 ev sec

Second radiation constant i/E = (5.03479 ± 0.00017) X 1015 cm-' erg-'

c2= hc/k = 1.43880 ± 0.00007 cm deg P/E = 8066.03 ± 0.14 cm-' ev-

Atomic*specific heat constant v/E = (1.50940 ± 0.00005) X 1026 sec-' erg-Atomic specific heat constant

C2/C = (4.79931 ± 0.00023)10-1' sec deg v/E = (2.41814 ± 0.00004) X 10'4 sec-1 ev1

Wien displacement law constant2 de Broglie wavelengths, XD, of elementary particles3
Electrons

XmaxcT = c2/(4.96511423) = 0.289782 + 0.000013 cm deg XDe = (7.27377 ± 0.00006) cm2 sec-'/v

Stefan-Boltzmann constant = (1.552257 ± 0.000016) X 10-u3 cm (erg) I2/(E)'l2
af = (7r2/60)(k4/Ih3c2) = (0.56687 ± 0.00010) X 10-4 ergs cm2 deg-4sec-' = (1.226378 ± 0.000010) X 10-7 cm ev)1/2/(E)1/2

Saklur-Tetrode constant (physical scale of atomic weight) Protoiis
(So/Ro)Ph= + In { (2wRo)312h-3N-4 XDp = (3.96149 ± 0.00005) X 10- cm2 sec-'/v

2 = (3.62253 ± 0.00008) X 10-15 cm (erg) 12/(E) J2
=-5.57324 + 0.00007 -(2.86202 ± 0.00004) X 10-9 cm (ev)1/2/(E)lI?

(SO)Ph =- (46.3524 ± 0.0014) X 107 erg mole-' deg-'
Neutrons

Sakur-Tetrode constanit (chemical scale of atomic weights) = (3.95603 ± 0.00005) X 10-s cm2 SeC'/v(Ss/Ro)ch~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lD= (3950
5.75±.0050.00007asec(So/Ro)Ch =-5.57256 + 0.00007 = (3.62004 ± 0.00008) X 10-15 cm (erg)12/(E)1/2

(So)cl, =-(46.3467 ± 0.0014) X 107 erg mole-' deg-' = (2.86005 ± 0.00004) X 10-9 cm (ev)12/(E)12
Bohr magneton Bohr magneton ~~~~~~~~~~~Eiiergy of 2200 m/sec neutron
O=== e(4rmc) = (0.92731 ± 0.00002) X 1o20 erg gaussE0

E2200 = 0.0252973 ± 0.0000003 ev
Anomalous electron moment correction

[1 + a/(2ir) - 2.973a2/7r21 = A,IAO = 1.001145358 + o.000000005 Velocity of 1/40 ev neutron

(Computed using adjusted value a = (7.29729 ± 0.00003) X 10-13) VOo2s5 = 2187.036 ± 0.012 m/sec

Magnetic moment of the electron The Rydberg and related derived constants

AC = (0.92837 ± 0.00002) X 10- erg gauss-' R,= 109737.309 ± 0.012 cm-'
Nuclear miiagneton R c = (3.289848 ± 0.000003) X 1015 sec-'

R hc = (2.17958 ± 0.00007) X 10-11 ergs
, 0553=kXe/(4gru1c) = 140Nm/H+ 2

= (0.505038 ± 0.000018) >X 10-2 erg gauss-1 R:Ohcl2e- X 10-8 = 13.60488 ± 0.00022 ev

Proton moment Hydrogen ionization potential

,u= 2.79275 ± 0.00003 nuclear magnetons Io= Rs(hSc2/e)(1 ± co2/4 + * * *.) X 10-8
= (1.41044 ± 0.00004)10-23 ergs gauss1l - 13.59765 ± 0.00022 ev

Gyromagnetic ratio of the proton in hydrogen, uncorrected for dia-
magnetism 3 These formulas apply only to nonrelativistic velocities. If the

= (2.75230.0004) X10~ rdianssec' auss'velocity of the particle is not negligible compared to the velocity of
T' =(2.7523+00000) X104radins ec-1gaus-1light, c, or the energy not negligible compared to the rest mass

energy, we must use XD =Xe(E(+2)V-'12 where Xc is the appropriate
2 The numerical constant 4.96511423 is the root of the transcen- Compton wavelength for the particle in question and e is the kinetic

dental equation, x=5(1-~ez). energy measured in units of the particle rest mass.
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TABLE XXIII and so on, for all the other so-called fundamental parti-

ERROR ELEMENTS By EXTERNAL CONSISTENCY FOR cles! High energy physics may soon reveal an even more
1955 ADJUSTMENT

fundamental unit of length, the quantum cutoff length.
Error matrix, njj= -airii (in ppm2) The speed of light could be combined with any one of

N X/X these fundamental lengths to furnish a fundamental__ g _ unit of time. Almost the only physical magnitudes about
21 .52 62.50 -60 60 17. 70 which there would be little doubt as to choice are the

c62.50 373.2 -480.0 139.6
N -60.60 -480.0 726.0 -210.6 unit of charge and the unit of velocity. For these the17.70 139.6 -210.6 204.2 electronic charge and the velocity of light would cer-

Stan-dard errors a, (in ppm) tainly be uniquely indicated. Our present arbitarry4.65 19.30 26.9 14.5 standards, however, still afford a precision for defining
Correlation coefficients rij velocity and charge many orders of magnitude superior

a 1 .000 0.697 -0.485 0.263 to the accuracy with which the velocity of light and the
e 0.697 1.000 -0.922 0.500 electronic charge have been determined.
N -0.485 -0.922 1.000 -0.538
xg/s, 0.263 0.500 -0.538 1.000 REFERENCES
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